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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As predicted last year, vaccine passports are being rolled out across the world,

including the U.S. As reported by Ron Paul in his Liberty Report,  which streamed live

March 29, 2021, the Biden Administration is “seriously looking into establishing some

kind of federal vaccine passport system, where Americans who cannot (or will not)

prove to the government they have been jabbed with the experimental vaccine will be

legally treated as second-class citizens.”

Paul warns that this system “will quickly morph into a copy of China’s ‘social credit’
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Paul warns that this system “will quickly morph into a copy of China’s ‘social credit’

system, where undesirable behaviors are severely punished.” I’ve been saying the

same thing for many months now, and there’s every reason to suspect that this is

indeed where we’re headed.

Indeed, listen to Ilana Rachel Daniel’s emotional plea from Jerusalem, Israel, where a

“Green Pass” is now required if you want to enter any number of public venues and

participate in society. Daniel, who emigrated from the U.S. to Israel 25 years ago, is a

health adviser, activist and information o]cer for a new political human rights party

called Rappeh.

The COVID-19 data simply don’t support the rollout of this kind of draconian measure,

as the virus is clearly in decline and has become endemic in most parts of the world.

In the absence of a serious, truly massively lethal threat (which COVID-19 isn’t),

having to show vaccine papers in order to travel and enter certain social venues is

clearly more about imposing top-down government control than actually safeguarding

public health.

We’re Looking at the End of Human Liberty in the West

Mandatory vaccine passports will be massively discriminating, and are quite frankly

senseless, considering the so-called COVID-19 “vaccines” don’t work like vaccines.

They’re designed to lessen symptoms when the inoculated person gets infected, but

they do not actually prevent them from getting infected in the Wrst place, and they

don’t prevent the spread of the virus.

As such, vaccine passports are nothing but loyalty cards, proving you’ve submitted to

being a lab rat for an experimental injection and nothing more, because in reality,

vaccinated individuals are no safer than unvaccinated ones. It’s a truly mindboggling

ruse, and unless enough people are able to see it for what it is, the world will rather

literally be turned into a prison planet.

“ In Israel … we’re hearing from activists that it’s a
two-tiered society and that basically, activists are
ostracized and surveilled continually. It is the end of
civil society, and they are trying to roll it out around
the world. ~ Naomi Wolf”

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/16/mrna-vaccine-gene-therapy.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/02/24/covid-vaccine-passport.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/01/16/slavery-system.aspx
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the world. ~ Naomi Wolf”
As noted by former Clinton adviser and author Naomi Wolf (whom I hope to interview

in the near future), mandatory COVID-19 passports would spell the “end of human

liberty in the West.” In a March 28, 2021, interview with Fox News’ Steve Hilton, she

said:

“‘Vaccine passport’ sounds like a 4ne thing if you don’t understand what

those platforms can do. I’m [the] CEO of a tech company, I understand what

these platforms can do. It is not about the vaccine, it’s not about the virus, it’s

about your data.

Once this rolls out, you don’t have a choice about being part of the system.

What people have to understand is that any other functionality can be loaded

onto that platform with no problem at all. It can be merged with your Paypal

account, with your digital currency. Microsoft is already talking about

merging it with payment plans.

Your network can be sucked up. It geolocates you everywhere you go. You

credit history can be included. All of your medical and health history can be

included.

This has already happened in Israel, and six months later, we’re hearing from

activists that it’s a two-tiered society and that basically, activists are

ostracized and surveilled continually. It is the end of civil society, and they are

trying to roll it out around the world.

It is absolutely so much more than a vaccine pass … I cannot stress enough

that it has the power to turn off your life, or to turn on your life, to let you

engage in society or be marginalized.”

Largest Medical Experiment in the History of the World

As noted by Donald Rucker, who led the Trump Administration’s health IT o]ce, the

individual tracking that goes along with the vaccine passport will also help o]cials to

evaluate the effectiveness and long-term safety of the vaccines. He told The

Washington Post:

“The tracking of vaccinations is not just simply for vaccine passports. The

tracking of vaccinations is a broader issue of ‘we’re giving a novel biologic
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tracking of vaccinations is a broader issue of ‘we’re giving a novel biologic

agent to the entire country,’ more or less.”

In other words, health o]cials know full well that this mass vaccination campaign is a

roll of the dice. It’s the largest medical experiment in the history of the world, and

vaccine certiWcates will allow them to track all of the millions of test subjects. This

alone should be cause enough to end all discussions about vaccine mandates, yet the

experimental nature of these injections is being completely ignored.

Again, by shaming people who have concerns about participating in a medical

experiment and threatening to bar them from society, government o]cials are

proving that this is not for the greater good. It’s not about public health. It’s about

creating loyal subjects — people who are literally willing to sacriWce their life and the

life of their children at the request of the government, no questions asked.

Vaccinations Are the New ‘Purity Test’

Wolf also points out the horriWc history of IBM, which developed a similar but less

sophisticated system of punch cards that allowed Nazi Germany to create a two-tier

society and ultimately facilitated the rounding up of Jews for extermination. I will be

publishing an entire article about this in a couple of days.

Su]ce it to say, some of the most gruesome parts of history are now repeating right

before our eyes, and we must not turn away from this ugly truth. Doing so may turn

out to be far more lethal than COVID-19 ever was.

The short video above features a 93-year-old Holocaust survivor who compares mask

wearing to, as a Jew, having to wear a yellow star to mark their societal status.

However, back then, everyone understood what was happening, she says.

At no point were they lied to and told that wearing the star was for their own good,

which is what’s happening now. So, in that respect, the current situation is far more

insidious. She says the “hypocrisy in the public narrative,” which claims that we need

to wear masks to protect the old, “is absolutely unbearable.” “I would love to die in a

state [of] freedom,” she says, “than live like this.”

She adds that at her age, her life expectancy is short, and she would gladly exchange
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her death for the life and happiness of the next generations. She wants the younger

generations to have the freedom “to live their lives, as I have lived mine.” “To see

people deWle their children with masks is something totally unbearable to me,” she

says. Vaccine credentials, in my view, are even more comparable to the Jewish yellow

star, but in reverse.

Not having the certiWcate will be the yellow star of our day, which will allow business

owners, government o]cials and just about anyone else, to treat you like a second-

class citizen and deny you access to everything from education, work and travel, to

recreation, social engagements and daily commerce — all under the false guise of you

being a biological threat to all those who have been vaccinated.

According to the public narrative, vaccine certiWcates are a key aspect of getting life

back to normal, but the reality is the complete converse, as they will usher in a

markedly different society that is anything but normal.

Florida Bucks the Trend

As a resident of Florida, I must applaud Gov. Ron DeSantis who announced March 29,

2021,  he will issue an executive order forbidding local governments and businesses

from requiring vaccine certiWcates. He’s further calling on the state legislature to

create a measure that will allow him to sign it into law.

“It’s completely unacceptable for either the government or the private sector

to impose upon you the requirement that you show proof of vaccine to just

simply participate in normal society,” he said.

States and countries that do decide on such a requirement are also bound to face the

problem of black market vaccination certiWcates, which have already started

emerging.

As reported by the Daily Beast,  a number of health care workers have been caught

bragging about forging vaccination cards on their social media channels. Apparently,

they have not yet realized the public nature of the internet, but that’s beside the point.

In Florida, a man working at a web design company was Wred after posting a TikTok

video advertising fake vaccine cards,  and in Israel, where the two-tier society is

already forming, a man was recently arrested for making and selling forged COVID-19

vaccination certiWcates, which are now required for entry into restaurants, bars, clubs,
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vaccination certiWcates, which are now required for entry into restaurants, bars, clubs,

hotels, swimming pools and other public venues throughout the country.

Around the world, people are also being arrested for administering fake

vaccines  and selling bogus COVID-19 tests.

Eugenics and Hygiene Obsessions

While it’s often considered bad policy to compare anything to the Nazi regime, the

comparisons are growing more readily identiWable by the day, which makes them hard

to avoid.

Aside from the parallels that can be drawn between mask wearing and/or vaccine

“papers” and the Jewish yellow star, there’s the Nazi’s four-step process for

dehumanizing the Jews,  — prejudice, scapegoating, discrimination and persecution

— a process that indoctrinated the German people into agreeing with, or at least going

along with the plan to commit genocide.

In present day, the public narrative is not only building prejudice against people who

refuse to wear masks or get an experimental vaccine, but is also using healthy people

as scapegoats from the very beginning, blaming the spread of the virus on

asymptomatically infected people.

With the rollout of vaccine certiWcates, we are stepping Wrmly into discrimination

territory. The last step will entail persecution of non-vaccinated individuals. This in

and of itself also harkens back to the Nazi regime, which was obsessed with “health

guidelines” that eventually led to the mass-purging of “unclean” Jews. As reported by

Gina Florio in a December 2020 Evie Magazine article:

“When Hitler 4rst came to power in Nazi Germany, he kicked off a series of

public health schemes. He started by setting up health screenings all over

the country, sending vans around to every neighborhood to conduct

tuberculosis testing, etc.

Next up was factory cleanliness — he launched a robust campaign

encouraging factories to completely revamp their space, thoroughly clean

every corner … After the factories, the next mission was cleaning up the

asylums …
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What started as seemingly innocent or well-meaning public health

campaigns quickly spiraled into an extermination of races and groups of

people who were considered dirty or disgusting. In short, the beginning of

Hitler’s reign was a constant expansion of who was contaminated and who

was impure …

We’re seeing an obsession with covering our faces all the time so we don’t

spread disease or deadly germs; most public places we walk into won’t even

allow us to enter without slathering our hands in hand sanitizer; and people

act terri4ed of someone who isn’t wearing a mask.

Nobody can say with a straight face that this is normal behavior … We’re even

seeing people advocate for some kind of tracking device to show that a

person is vaccinated or ‘clean’ enough to enter a venue … Let’s hope we can

all learn the lessons from the past and we don’t witness history repeat itself.”

History Is Repeating Itself

Indeed, everyone calling for vaccine certiWcates — which became part of the public

narrative early on in the pandemic — is guilty of following in the well-worn footsteps

of this infamous dictator, repeating the very same patterns that were universally

condemned after the fall of the Third Reich.

Highlighting them all would be too great a task for one article, so two glaring

examples will have to su]ce. In December 2020, Andrew Yang, an entrepreneurial

attorney with political ambitions, tweeted the following:

“Is there a way for someone to easily show that they have been vaccinated —

like a bar code they can download to their phone? There ought to be … Tough

to have mass gatherings like concerts or ballgames without either mass

adoption of the vaccine or a means of signaling.”

Signaling what, if not your “unclean” biohazard state? In his March 2021 Tweet, law

professor, political commentator and former U.S. attorney for the Western District of

Pennsylvania, Harry Litman, was more direct about the ill intent behind vaccine

certiWcates, saying:

“Vaccine passports are a good idea. Among other things, it will single out the
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“Vaccine passports are a good idea. Among other things, it will single out the

still large contingent of people who refuse vaccines, who will be foreclosed

from doing a lot of things their peers can do. That should help break the

resistance down.”

Comments like these demonstrate that vaccine passports are about creating

justiWcation for segregation, discrimination and elimination of certain groups of

people, in this case, people who don’t want to be part of the experimental vaccine

program.

The justiWcation is that they’re too “unclean,” too “unsafe” to freely participate in

public society and must therefore be identiWed and shut out. In reality, it’s really about

identifying the noncompliant.

During the Nazi reign, those slated for segregation, discrimination and elimination

were identiWed by their a]liation with Judaism (there’s controversy as to whether

Jewishness is an issue of race, ethnicity, religion, national identity or familial bonds,

which you can learn more about on JewInTheCity.com,  but all were relevant criteria

in the Nazi’s hunt for Jews).

Today, the global elimination strategy foregoes such identities, and focuses instead

on identifying who will go along with the program and who will be a noncompliant

troublemaker.

In short, vaccine passports are a device to identify who the loyal subjects of the

unelected elite are, and who aren’t. Those unwilling to enter the new world of

technocratic rule without a fuss are the ones that need to be eliminated, and

willingness to be a test subject for an unproven experimental treatment is the litmus

test. It’s really not more complicated than that.

Are You Ready To Be an Outcast?

This is essentially the conclusion drawn by Mike Whitney as well, detailed in a recent

article  posted on The Unz Review. I would encourage you to read the entire article

as it succinctly summarizes the reasons behind the current censorship. I’ve reached

out to Whitney and hope to be able to interview him about this in the near future.
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In his article, he points out that behavioral psychologists have been employed by the

government to promote the COVID-19 vaccination campaign and maximize vaccine

uptake. They also have a “rapid response team” in place to attack the opinions of

those who question the “o]cial narrative.”

Mike also highlights a National Institutes of Health report  titled, “COVID-19

Vaccination Communication: Applying Behavioral and Social Science to Address

Vaccine Hesitancy and Foster Vaccine ConWdence,” which lays out the intent to turn

vaccine refusers into social outcasts as a tool to coerce compliance.

“This is very scary stuff,” Whitney writes.  “Agents of the state now identify

critics of the COVID vaccine as their mortal enemies. How did we get here?

And how did we get to the point where the government is targeting people

who don’t agree with them? This is way beyond Orwell. We have entered

some creepy alternate universe …

If behavioral psychologists helped to shape the government’s strategy on

mass vaccination, then in what other policies were they involved? Were these

the 'professionals' who conjured up the pandemic restrictions?

Were the masks, the social distancing and the lockdowns all promoted by

‘experts’ as a way to undermine normal human relations and in[ict the

maximum psychological pain on the American people?

Was the intention to create a weak and submissive population that would

willingly accept the dismantling of democratic institutions, the dramatic

restructuring of the economy, and the imposition of a new political order?

These questions need to be answered …

Vaccination looks to be the de4ning issue of the next few years at least. And

those who resist the edicts of the state will increasingly 4nd themselves on

the outside; outcasts in their own country.”

Will You Obey?

As detailed in “Will You Obey the Criminal Authoritarians?” the 1962 Milgram

Experiment (embedded above for your convenience), tested the limits of human

obedience to authority, proving most people will simply follow orders, even when

26
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those orders go against their own sound judgment. They’ll commit atrocious acts of

violence against others simply because they were told it’s OK by an authority Wgure.

We’ve already seen examples of this during the past year’s mask mandates. Suddenly,

people felt empowered to verbally harass, pepper spray and physically attack others

simply for not wearing a mask. Families were kicked off planes because their toddlers

wouldn’t wear a mask. People were even shot for the grievous “crime” of not wearing

a mask.

If those things were allowed to happen over mask wearing, one can only imagine what

will be tolerated, if not encouraged, when vaccine certiWcates take full effect. The

most obvious answer is to take a Wrm stand against devolution into inhumanity,

regardless of whether you think COVID-19 vaccinations are a good idea or not. The

question is, will you? In many ways, the months and years ahead will test the ethics

and humanity of every single one of us.

 

mic5081

I just found out that my spouse received the 1st of 2 Covid shots without telling me as we were going

to Wrst let some time pass BEFORE doing anything. There was an opening time slot in our local

Walmart and one of the pharmacy techs asked him if he wanted a shot as they had some extra. I feel

totally betrayed,scared and saddened that this happened and as I talk to more relatives and friends,

they are very happy to have received their shots and more and more I feel like I am sounding like the

crazy one who didn’t want his Covid shot. I don’t know what to believe any more and am slowly being

labeled a conspiracy nut job as I sound the alarm on this poison. Even when I show articles from

Mercola and other qualiWed sources they all(including my spouse) don’t believe it or won’t even want to

take a read. I did an experiment while shopping at Lowes the other day and walked in without my mask

on  and nobody said anything to me but I felt like the outcast in a sea of mask wearers and I’ve even

see people exercising with them on which imho is very stupid and even dangerous inhaling your body’s

spent air. I am so fearful of what’s happening and unfortunately us ‘anti’ people have no power,control

or real innuence on anything and will be mocked and ripped to shreds by the technocrats and

conformists. All I can do now is strengthen my immune system naturally and wait,watch and see. I feel

like we are all living in a real life horror movie that will only have a bad ending....

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

luv8992

https://articles.mercola.com/members/mic5081/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/luv8992/default.aspx
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luv8992

I'm so sorry this is happening to you.  If you're a christian, then you will be rewarded for your

courage and willingness to be treated as Jesus was.  By your example, you'll give others courage

too. Stay strong and in His word, and you will Wnd all the strength you'll need.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

mic5081 - you could show your spouse and friends this two minute news clip about the

devastating  effect of the swine nu vaccines from a few years ago. The side effects began to show

after a year.   It begs the question - why are we trusting this roll out now from the same proWteering

complicit entities?  It may give your spouse and friends pause for thought before more vaccines

are rolled out for the next "variant", and inspire them to do some independent research to protect

their health. Good luck!   twitter.com/.../1368176438873100288

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Longplay

Hang in there.  I haven't worn a mask throughout and while at Wrst, I too felt like an outcast, the

longer I did it the more conWdent I got and the mire I actually looked forward to being the odd man

out.  One thing I do is always, always engage in conversation those few like-minded souls I see.

Pray hard!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Lakhana13

So sorry to hear about your ordeal. YOU are NOT the crazy one. YOU are the educated, informed

and intelligent one. Begin taking the APO-Lactoferrin from the company "Jarrow" that I have posted

many times in the past. It was proven to prevent cell entry and if any virus gets into the cells, the

lactoferrin stops replication. If there is any "viral-shedding" you should be protected from the

lactoferrin along with any of the other items you take, especially zinc and quercetin.  Also begin

taking plant-based proteolytic enzymes as they break down (digest) ALL foreign proteins that are

"NOT-SELF" - not inherently YOU. This includes viruses, bacteria and other pathogens.  Best wishes.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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RADIOTED1

I think they feel they are taking the chance of harm to protect society so we should too. Also they

resent the fact that we are trusting in our own immune system without the "jab" . They should feel

'I'll live and you will die," but they fear we will be a brooder for Covid

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Jackaroni

I am fortunate that my husband, brother and a few friends stand with me on this one. However I am

also feeling like an outcast when in public or when with other friends who have drunk the kool-aid.

 Some friends are unwillingly getting the vaccine to keep their jobs, or to be allowed to see their

grandchildren.  I appreciate the support of this group who continue to reassure me that I am not

idiot for not going along with the masses.  When the majority is insane, the sane appear to be the

insane. Hang in there!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jennifermetz

Ditto on every thing you said !!!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mirandola

I too, am sorry to read about your feelings of betrayal by your spouse with regard to the vaccine

and the risks that raise understandable alarms in your mind. With the misnamed vaccines and the

very high level of risks, I too have been worried about people now, more than ever before, and far

more than during the coronavirus period itself. You are not alone! As for those shouting conspiracy

theory: A) THAW: Time Heals All Wounds. B) The truth will come out, later. Then, those who

refused these vaccines, will be hailed as smart, not idiots. In fact, people who are medically

harmed or god forbid, their loved ones killed, will consider themselves the fools. C) Those who

regurgitate a canned speech, are succumbing to an obvious agenda, because a canned speech is

also a planned one, with a purpose in mind. D) Insults, ad hominem attacks, for refusing an

EXPERIMENTAL vaccine? People need to be put into their place. Tell them off! Let them know they

are out of line.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/RADIOTED1/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Jackaroni/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/jennifermetz/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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They are promoting possible (depending on individual vaccine reactions, with negative ones and

deaths swept under the rug) medical violence and standing right behind it,  they are going up

against democracy itself, and if they think that the breaches thereof will end with medical

'Necessity" they should be  urged to think again. E) It will be the vaccinated, not the unvaccinated,

who are vulnerable and not vice versa....if these vaccines are working. In fact, vaccines that are

falsely and illegally claimed (given the truth in animal studies, see my post and what Dr SHerry

Tenpenny said) to be "Safe and effective", and which are claimed to reduce symptoms  yet not

reduce disease spread, are---DUH!---an inherent risk to asymptomatic disease carriers and the

spread of the illness! Did anybody ever think of that? Mainstream thinkers will only be convinced by

mainstream news nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..

 doozy www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

drwolfman

Hang in there.  Just remember you are setting an excellent example of integrity.  And remember all

that no business can force you to take an experimental vaccine as a condition for a job or anything

else.  It is against federal law.  See the federal regulations at 45 CFR 46.116a and b; 21 CFR 50.20.

 We do not need to rely on the Nuremburg code.  Federal law say it all.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

tpartisupporter

This is a spiritual war. Read Revelation 13:16 and just trust God

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jf11optonline.net

I understand how you feel. I also know for this vaccine we have to trust our government and the

drug companies. That is a real reason for concern. Stay strong and keep the faith. Look for the

truth.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

memyselfampi
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It doesn't matter how many people you see jump off the cliff. They are lemmings. Don't follow.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

katndognco

I actually applaud people not wearing a mask in stores and I mean quite literally I clap, give the

thumbs up, tell them great job exercising your rights. I wear mine under my chin unless an

employee says something. The fellow citizens have stopped the death stare they use to give. I see

people relaxing their anti mask stance.

May I suggest you stop seeking a]rmation for your personal choice. Being gay I’m sure you’re

expert level at ignoring a - holes; apply that thick skin and carry on!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com

Don't worry,  your not alone in this family/friend situation.  Luckily my immediate close family are

all on board about the toxic vaccine and toxic tests which have carcinogenic sterilizing agents in

the swabs and they want to stick them up children's noses twice a week. Unfortunately ,  my

brother who lived in Andorra,  was perfectly Wt and out skiing every day,  had the jab,  emailed

straight after to say he was OK,  but two weeks later collapsed on the ski slope.  He died a few days

later of LEUKAEMIA!!!! Last week.  I also know of another healthy 60 year who died two weeks after

the jab of Leukemia. Didn't have it before.  I also never wear a mask and will not ever.  Jennifer

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jan59673

Listen to Dr. Eric Nepute refute all this mask wearing and the vaccine.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

blessthebeasts

Shocking, but not shocking. It shows the power of the propaganda machine which is now focused
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Shocking, but not shocking. It shows the power of the propaganda machine which is now focused

on the "vaccine hesitant."  They are presenting those who are skeptical as ignorant and fearful,

when actually we are the most likely to be informed about this experimental injection. They are

telling people to "do their research" but arrive at the "correct" conclusion that it is safe and the

"right thing to do."  It is up to us to stand Wrm even in the face of lies and ridicule, because our

future is at stake. The truth is on our side.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rjmaxcy

At this point in history there is a true bifurcation happening on the planet.  We are all free to choose

which way to go.  It  will get harder and harder to "jump" the abyss; so making a stand now is all any

of us can do.  I am sorry for your pain.  We are all experiencing some level of shock/pain as we see

loved ones pick the path that seems so unpalatable to us.... You are not alone.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

LoriSh

The sad part is that these vaccines are so unnecessary - causing much grief distress for many

unless you don't mind having this vaccine in your body. I am sorry you are going through this but

stand strong in your beliefs, research and the answer will come to you.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

dog1678

mic5081, Please keep in mind that those who who have succumbed to brainwashing cannot be

reasoned with. Extensive psychological studies show that if you try to argue against their thinking,

they automatically become MORE entrenched in their beliefs. All you can do is stand by your own

principles, adhere to your own integrity, and live by your own standards. And by the way, you are

NOT out numbered by those who have surrendered their ability to do critical thinking. There are

millions of us out here, around the world who share your concerns. You just have to start seeking

them out, and you will Wnd support and reinforcement. And just as a personal aside, if my spouse

went out and got the shot without my knowledge, I would really begin to question the level of

communication going on between us. I'm sorry that you are feeling betrayed, scared and saddened,

but these are all red nags that can direct you toward the ever-evolving perfection of your own path

in this life. God Bless.
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Opalite

I am with you, mic5081.  I also am opting out of the covid vaccine (which actually isn't really a

"vaccine").  Except for one, all of my other friends and relatives are getting the shots and think I'm

nuts.  I do not want to be a lab rat and subject my body to some gene therapy.  There are numerous

side effects and who knows what others will come up in the long run, some of which might be

permanent--they do not know and I don't want to be an experiment.  People/doctors keep saying

side effects aren't as bad as catching covid and ticked that they keep down-playing side effects.

 It's also a horrible idea if they are going to require proof of being vaccinated on passports.  The

government should be in control of our bodies in that way and hope that does not come to pass.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Jackieh1965

mic5081 I completely understand your current situation. I am experiencing similar behaviour from

family and friends and quite frankly feel very alone in all of this.  My daughter a healthcare worker

(NHS) has had her Wrst AZ vaccination, despite reminding her she isn't in a risk group.  I have

empathy for her plight, given she works with Covid-19 patients and may well feel more at risk than

myself who works from home.  However, when I try to have a discussion or if I send her information

regarding vaccination risks or the Covid-19 Agenda, 'the fourth industrial revolution - the Great

Reset' she refuses to listen. My son does not believe the media, so I feel more validated, however,

he is laid back that everything will be okay and it will go away, which surprises me given his legal

training and generally critical stance. My husband, who is at the most at risk due to his heart

condition hasn't been vaccinated but is getting twitchy due to to the relentless psychological

brainwashing in the media and makes comments like 'we will have to make up our minds soon

about this vaccine, otherwise we won't be able to go on holiday ..'  Also my dad who has had both

AZ vaccinations keeps reminding me I must get the vaccine as I'll be in danger of catching Covid

pressurising me and could lead to family divides.  I am experiencing poor sleep, as I know, in my

gut, this whole situation is wrong, that the government and media are lying and that the 'pandemic'

is driving society changes which will not bear well for us all (except the elite). I feel like running

away, but where would I go, that isn't going to be bathed in 5G or under surveillance? And like you I

feel I am living in a real life horror story and I feel so trapped!  Perhaps listen to this podcast and

share with your family and try to stay strong, as many of us as possible have to stand up and draw

a line in the sand!  ***.com/9t2bdbpm

Posted On 04/06/2021
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cho3938

I completely relate to your post. I have neighbors that have happily exclaimed ‘I feel better now that

I’ve had the shot!’ I have no idea how to respond to that, as I am deWnitely not happy for them and

feel they have made a grave mistake. It seems the vast majority of people have no interest in

questioning anything and simply want to believe that the shot is the silver bullet for their fears and

it will somehow guarantee they will get their lives back. This fervent unsubstantiated  belief is so

strong that they just cannot allow themselves to think otherwise. It’s as if you could also convince

them of the existence of Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny. I have found the last year the most

stressful, not because of the virus actually, but rather the changes I am seeing in our society

(people avoiding eye contact, walking around you) and the steady march to erode our freedoms. I

brought 3 children into this world and I am frightened for them and saddened for what they will

have to endure. I want to be strong for them but I’m not feeling so strong. I appreciate this article

by Dr. Mercola and I admire him immensely however these articles leave me feeling very

overwhelmed and uncertain about what I can do. Individually we are weak but together we could be

unstoppable. Can someone tell me what we can do to stop this madness around us?  We are

informed and we are motivated. What now?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Gonein60seconds

mic5081,  That exact thing happened to me a couple months ago.  Both my wife and I have worked

in conventional medicine for ~4 decades and she is a nurse still.  She heard me talk about all the

articles and links I found on mercola's website and others----yet she let one of the smartest young

doctors pressure her to go get her PWzer shot???   I found out after the fact and suggested she

might not take the second one---no dice---did that anyway.  I was stunned to say the least. 95% of

her pediatric cardiogy o]ce took the jab.  Wow is all I could say or think.   Like you and probably

others,  friends,  neighbors, family---many drank the kool aid.   Arggggh!!     My wife did go along

with getting her vit D levels up,  taking zinc,  quercetin, magnesium, vit C, selenium,---was already

taking krill oil,  olive leaf extract, lecithin (had a gall bladder attack a few years ago,   did a

alternative nush technique,  put her on the lecithin and voila no more attacks and no surgery)  

There is a delusional thinking or non-thinking by the masses on covid gene therapy aka "vaccine".

The previous animal studies that failed,  had a delayed reaction of severe reaction to the wild virus

they were supposed to be protected from.  To my knowledge,  there has never been a safe

coronavirus vaccine developed in the last 20 years of trying.   I frequent an investor chat site and

most are not spring chickens from what I can tell,   and almost to a poster,  they were all just

champing at the bit to get the jab.  Before they could even get it,  I posted up maybe that was not

such a hot idea and said to PM me about my approach---got about 10 requests and found their

were a few others like me.   Jokingly,  but probably a bit  with sarcasm to the general board,  I said
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were a few others like me.   Jokingly,  but probably a bit  with sarcasm to the general board,  I said

they could be my lab rats.  I would wait and see.  Ray of hope below,  everyone should read if worse

comes to worse on this vaccine scam.

knowledgeofhealth.com/if-must-vaccinate-against-covid19-proven-vaccine..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

elbice

Don’t worry. I am in a similar situation. My husband was going to wait and see but decided he

wanted the vaccine even though I had him read countless articles from reputable sources. He’s 73

and had a stroke 3 years ago and is disabled now. I actually had to take him to get it. I could have

refused but that would have been the same as making me get the vaccine against my will.

Ultimately it is his choice. He is free to make his own decisions. He is respectful of my decision to

not get the vaccine.  I am hopeful there are enough of us not complying to avoid a passport. I know

some cities and states will and have rolled out a digital system but am hopeful it will not be at a

federal level. The White House has stated it will not institute a passport system.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Casimcea

Humans arrived at the top of the food chain not by long claws or sharp teeth but by reason. Reason

is our survival mechanism. When reason is abandoned nature takes over and clear the genetic

pool. Callous as it may sounds, NATURE takes no prisoners.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

steelj

mic5081, you are simply living through what rational people have put up with throughout history.

 You certainly described the current situation beautifully, but this is not a new phenomenon.  Few

people are rational, the vast majority want to be told what to do and just Wt in.  That's a shame, but

that's the way it is and has always been.  Katndognco said "May I suggest you stop seeking

a]rmation for your personal choice" - wow, what perfectly worded advice.  She's right, these

people will NEVER respond as they should.  Just stop expecting it, you will always be disappointed.

 We have been so lucky to have lived in such good times for so many years.  I hope good times

continue, but it does look like a horror movie with a bad ending as you say though.  Historically,

most people have lived under such conditions, not with freedom and dignity as we've been so lucky

to have until now.  As a side note, your spouse has a right to get or not get the vaccine.  I don't see
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why you see it as a betrayal.  Disappointment, sure.  But it's his life, his body, his decision.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Duvernay

Each of us has to take his own stand here regardless of what others think. This is a time of testing.

Are you willing to take a stand for Truth day by day or will you follow the path of apparent

expediency and convenience?  It is a mistake to base your life decisions on what the herd does or

doesn't do.  Turn back to a personal relationship with God the Father your Creator who will give you

guidance and shine a light on your path now while there is still time.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JoeFrog

mic5081, You are not the only one! Be assured lots of people who understand what these shots

really contain have family members taking them. It is very hard, but God will never desert us!

Emmanuel means "God with us." We all belong to God, and are on loan from God. God gives and

God takes away. Your husband really and truly belongs to God Wrst, and you second.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Javaned

The truth is that  they know deep down in their hearts that they are abused, but want to show to

their masters what good and obedient slaves they are and be rewarded with a bit of "normal" time.

Refusing to comply, with our stubbornness  we are angering the slave drivers  and everybody  will

be punished.  Many of  them pretend  believing in the "deadly" scamdemic, and not face  the terror

of the  powers that be.   We are doomed anyway and had to make it di]cult  for them with total

noncompliance, but the zombies betrayed  us.   There is no more normal. They better stop lining up

to be poisoned and line up on the streets with us to protest  against the tyranny.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

danhow94535

Sorry to hear about that. My girlfriend also got the COVID injection, even after everything I told her.
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Sorry to hear about that. My girlfriend also got the COVID injection, even after everything I told her.

She is kind of regretting it now though and has been sick a lot more often. And it seems their is

only a few that want to hear the truth because most have been brainwashed since birth about

vaccines. If it helps I found a great article on vaccines you may want to explore and share with

others: Vaccines – Shocking Truths – Doctors Speaking Out

Doctors who speak out against vaccines are censored, their information suppressed and they are

often Wred from their jobs. It is important to deal with the corruption and Big Business aspect Wrst…

some people just cannot entertain the idea that Doctors and Politicians lie… well they do… a lot.

Though some Doctors have just been thoroughly brainwashed by the Big Pharma funded Medical

Schools… and the amount of training they get on vaccines is tiny – most do not even know what is

in them… they certainly do not get provided with the true statistics and the history of vaccines. The

Big Pharmaceuticals are huge businesses – a Trillion Dollar industry, making truly enormous

proWts.  At the end of the article there is a gallery of many photo quotations.

entityart.co.uk/vaccines-shocking-truths-doctors-speaking-out-poisons-..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

my4kidsmom

I read your post and it was as though I had written it.....you mirrored so many of my experiences

and feelings including trying to inform family and friends of the dangers, but feeling as though I am

living in an alternate reality than 90% of them.  I too feel totally betrayed as my spouse received

both injections (Wrst Jan 23rd and second Feb 13th) and I only found out about it on March 25th.

I was totally shocked as I did not have any sign of this happening and he is well aware of how

strongly I feel. This is now even more of a nightmare invading my personal home life as well.

My question is regarding the bodily nuids of those people having received the injections, is there a

concern for contact with their blood saliva, mucous and/or semen? It's already been "shared"

before I was aware and now I would like to understand if, or how it may have any effect on me??  

I would greatly appreciate any resources to read.

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

skweiler

Just because someone wears "the mask, "doesn't mean that they have drunk the cool-aid. They

may just want to avoid negative consequences. It would be much more worrisome, if people wore

masks outside. I see very few people wear masks outside nowadays.
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Posted On 04/07/2021

 

shannonaz

Just in Today: www.yahoo.com/Wnance/news/white-house-wont-get-involved-in-vaccine-pa..

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

bul51293

mic5081.....I too walk around everywhere without a mask (I am in nazi NY) and 98% of the time no

one says anything to me - the few times I have been confronted, I say, "I have a medical exemption"

that usually shuts them up.  One old beeeatch said, 'do you have papers to prove that?'  I said, 'Did

you know that its illegal for you to even ask me that?'  She said, 'No I didn't.'  I said, 'Well now you

do.'  Not another word.  EVERYONE NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE NEEDS TO STAND UP AGAINST

TYRANNY - I DO NOT CARE IF THERE IS A SIGN ON THE DOOR SAYING A MASK MUST BE WORN!

 THERE IS NO LAW ANYWHERE THAT MASKS ARE MANDATORY - Just because some state or

governor wants it, does not make it law.  Governors do not make law.  NO MORE MUZZLES.  Sorry

but from now on - I am not even going to say I have a medical exemption - I am going to tell them

to go to hell, its not happening.  Yes, the sea of dumb brainwashed sheep is out of control - the

looks I get from these zombies is scary - but I have intentionally now blocked them out - I will not

even look at their face - even though you feel ALL eyes on you - as if I am the one with the 'scary

fake virus.'  OMG its seriously insane.  I never could believe how dumb this country was until this - I

mean, I knew the dumbed-down education was in full effect for eons - but to see this now - its

mind-boggling.  WE MUST NOT COMPLY TO ANY OF THIS - no vaccine passports, no muzzles, no

testing.  More people NEED to take a stand - it is getting to THAT POINT - where there is no way to

stop this evil if we don't ALL do something.  Write your gov't o]cials, your DOT (nonsense signs on

the highway to wear a mask), spread the word to everyone....  Honestly if my spouse went behind

my back and took the shot I would divorce him.  He is clearly on 'that side' and is a sleeping sheep -

never open to the truth.  I have heard that if anything we need to AVOID being around the

vaccinated -due to the transfer of the viral shedding on the healthy.

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

Darzoum

Behind the idea of one-size-Wts-all medicine lurks one-size-Wts-all tyranny; both serve at the

convenience of the tyrant.  Those who have seized and wield power assume they have all the leverage.

 Their arrogance is so great—particularly with their near monopolistic control of the main channels of
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 Their arrogance is so great—particularly with their near monopolistic control of the main channels of

information—that no rational exposition of the various lies, deceptions, abuses and connicts of interest

embedded in the pandemic policies seems to concern them.  They expect universal compliance to

“entry requirements” into territory they control, and the “passport” is meant to signal that compliance.

The fact is that as long as we’re divided and scattered, their leverage seems insurmountable.  But

coordinated into larger blocks, that is not necessarily the case.  Short of open warfare, one of the most

effective ways abused people have dealt with tyrants—such as workers with large corporations—is to

unionize.  At scale, coordinated work stoppages and boycotts have been the means to mark a “line in

the sand” against those forms of tyranny.  Perhaps there is an applicable principle in this for our

consideration.  

Recently, the MSM had identiWed a “dirty dozen”—people like Dr. Mercola, RFKjr., Del Bigtree, Sherri

Tenpenny, etc—each representing an organization with substantial means and support, and dedicated

to resisting this Big Pharma steamroller.  Add to that mix all the scientists and doctors who have

stepped forward to refuse compliance with o]cial narratives, people like Dr. Mike Yeadon or Dr.

Vladamir Zelenko come to mind.  It is all beyond my experience… I wouldn’t know how it would work,

but I would sure like to see these groups—fortiWed with strong alternative media platforms—somehow

coordinate into an 800 pound gorilla that wouldn’t be so easy to push around.  I’d gladly become a

“card-carrying” member, since I won’t be carrying any vaccine passport.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi David, looks like the vaccine concept may be losing ground and fast against this mutating virus.

On the other hand, you might like this recent interview just Wnd time to listen/watch! - Rob Verkerk

from the Alliance of Natural Health International interviews Dr. Knut Wittkowski - starts off with a

discussion about lockdowns and mass vaccinations, putting a foot on the gas and brake pedals at

the same time! 3 layers of the human immune system and why, the effects of fasting and/or

reducing phospholipids from the diet, natural supplements and govts, ending with a discussion

about synergy vs silver bullets. Near the end, Knut goes into your steamroller with lobbyists and

Wnancial means to direct current research, including the skewed research results from govt paid

epidemiologists. One of the clearest interviews so far, yet everyone can understand:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rob-verkerk-knut-wittkowski-herd-i..  -

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

AndymAndym

Hey Darzoum—you’ve probably heard of these, but just in case:  americasfrontlinedoctors.us/;  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rob-verkerk-knut-wittkowski-herd-immunity/?itm_term=home
https://articles.mercola.com/members/AndymAndym/default.aspx
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.us/;
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thehighwire.com (Del Bigtree);  https://gbdeclaration.org/;   and of course RFK jr’s

childrenshealthdefense.org  .  I particularly love Del Bigtree because he is conWdent that we can

win and his optimism is vital in this dismal climate in which the individual feels powerless. Along

with Dr Mercola, these are among the few true journalists left in the Covid era.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

juststeve

They are so arrogant in interviews contradict themselves all within the same breath.  These gene

disruptors have been tested in India & Africa with deadly serious consequences. The immune

system gets ramped up to such a degree it is the same as an auto-immune disease, if not outright

 causing autoimmune disease. Something most likely  happening with traditional vaccines in bad

enough ways already.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Randyfast

David; when I Wrst looked out my window this morning, I saw a woman walking along the sidewalk -

with a mask on! I've known, for many years that we're all living in the Matrix; although, it truly

amazes me, how people can go outside and watch the zombie masses walking around with masks

restricting their breathing and avoiding other people, can be totally oblivious to the degree of total

insanity that has gripped humanity!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Darzoum

Thanks Rose, I’ll check out the Dr. Knut interview.  The “vaccine concept may be losing ground and

fast against this mutating virus,” but we need it to lose ground in the psy-oped, virus-infested

minds of the people so infected.

Hi AndymAndym, yes, I am quite familiar (and even support some of) the names you list.  My

“thinking out loud” idea was that these various groups could coordinate and come together to

create a more formidable organization, inching closer to the size and power of the

pharma-gov’t-media tyrants… or at least not get pushed around so easily.

Hi juststeve… yeah, we can hear their contradictions loud ‘n clear, even through their masks.

https://gbdeclaration.org/;
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Hi Randy, I completely share your amazement at how easily and cooperatively so many people are

willing to let this be a “new normal.”  I can only imagine the staggering levels of fear they must be

living with!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Almond

The CDC states that the risk of contracting covid from contact with dry surfaces is 1:10,000

individuals.  "They want us to lighten up on all the sanitizing and go back to work so we can pay taxes

to support and already overreaching govt?)  Meanwhile, the survival rate--only for those infected--is

still as low 99.997%. Other statistics claim that mask wearing may (?) reduce spread by 1-2%. That is

within the margin of error.

If you take the number of the entire population...  subtract all those who are diabetic... subtract those

women who are pregnant or who will become pregnant within 6 months (do they even know?)...

 Subtract those with severe allergies to vaccine ingredients...  subtract the infants who are always

matriculating into society as they are born (should not be vaccinated anyway!)... You should realize

that there is no way herd immunity will ever be achieved through vaccination. The numbers just are not

there without placing many people and groups at high risk.  Natural immunity is the only real kind of

immunity. Some people are born with it.  Some gain it through their lifestyle and supplements.  Some

acquire it after recovering.  Many of these people are symptomless or very mild cases.  

I will suggest that the main disease vectors are not the unvaccinated Americans who are resisting.  It is

the shedding by those who have been jabbed and not remained in isolation (for who knows how long it

is actually necessary?) and leaving the borders wide open.  People are Wned for not wearing masks or

social distancing unless you are participating in a riot.  I could not make this stuff up! You cannot

outrun a virus.  Only a strong immune system will ultimately protect you.  Practice prevention and

support your immune system.  Do reasonable things.  Heroics are of little use.  Put some meds on your

medicinary shelf along with directions for whoever might be in charge of administering them if you

cannot.  Then, get on with your life.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Kevin131

Xactly, if your immune system is 99.7% effective against the nu, er Covid, then why take a vaccine

that the makers confess, isn't effective, it won't stop transmission, and will either kill you, or make

you a mad cow? I'll take my chances with the vaccine gestop!

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Kevin131/default.aspx
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

boobtube

Since they never studied if this gene therapy jab prevents infection or transmission, THEY are the

"asymptomatic carriers".  The shot was designed to reduce symptoms only.  The cognitively

impaired president has approved 1.5billion for a campaign to coerce citizens into submitting to the

experimental injection.

 www.statnews.com/2021/03/15/white-house-unveil-a-wide-reaching-billion..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

chiffonoh

This virus myth has nothing to do with health. This is a social experiment about control. The story

of a virus is the equivalent of the Milgram shock experiment. Unless people can separate this

distinction and understand that the tyrants are merely selecting willing and unwilling subjects to

control or eliminate. The megalomaniacs want to purge our planet, OUR home, OUR humanity, of

the vast majority of us. But, in order to do this they need compliance and obedience to carry out

THEIR orders. They are few in numbers and they cannot do it without obedience and compliance to

carry out their dirty deeds.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

juststeve

This is Divide/Weaken & Conquer. To many small categories to round up herd up and treat as

brakes on our following those things nourishing and nurturing Our Garden, Planet Earth. Fast &

easy to create the other to ultimately make all slaves vaccinated or not. Slaves dependent on a tiny

minority's whims as what our quality of life may or may not be. They seem to be pursuing dead

sterile memories imbedded into silicon chips with a delusion this would be immortality. Little

different than Disneyland's automaton's burping out Lincolns words. Might be Lincoln's words but

they're not coming from a living thinking human being.  We need Solidarity - Unite & Conquer fear &

darkness. It is when we Connect that counters their Disconnection to Humanity & Life. Follow

Creation and Life.   This is also our chance to reset in true health.Local, local, local. If you can't

make it work small, you will never make it work at all.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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katndognco

I’ve been saying this for the last year. You can’t hide behind lace curtains. They won’t protect you.

We didn’t evolve by hiding, we got out there and got to it. Even the libs agree but they prefer tv

falsehood to common sense.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ttwdem

Like Dr. Mercola, I too live in the "free" state of Florida. But there are serious problems here as well, and

we need more laws to protect us. I have written to my state legislators and all I get are form letters in

return.  Here is one of those serious problems: Businesses are using the ongoing state of emergency

to make their own rules. They are nouting the government mandates and replacing them with their own

mandates.  Several week ago, I was running late and could not get to my regular non-chain health food

store so I went to Sprouts. My county says you do not have to wear a mask if you can social distance or

if you have a medical condition. At 9:45 pm (15 minutes before closing), with only 2 other people in this

massive store, they refused to check me out if I did not put on a mask. I asked the manager why they

were violating the laws of the county.

He simply looked at me and repeated that I could not purchase anything in the store without a mask.

No explanation, just stare me down. So, I just left my items at the cash register and walked out. See

what they're doing? They're circumventing the law and they're circumventing the police. Since the

police in my county will not respond to calls about mask violations, Sprouts is simply refusing to sell

food to people. With all due respect to Dr. Mercola, who I love and have been following for over 20

years, civil disobedience does not work in this zombie nation. We need the help of some brilliant

lawyers to put these businesses in their place. I called lawyers for several weeks to see if I could Wle

some sort of lawsuit. Could not Wnd anyone to help. So, how to go after these businesses with class

action lawsuits for breaking local or state Covid mandates and creating their own? They should not be

above the law.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

NoFear11

Ttwdem,  Agree on the legal aspect that’s truly our only chance for rebuttal, having mass class

actions, standing together is the only way to push back against this tyranny!  For now though and

an immediate action in that awful situation you describe, in the name of taking back power through

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE but play the law, how would PREPARE and bring enough cash to be leaving at

the check-out to cover your goods and take the paid goods and WALK OUT!, head held high!!

https://articles.mercola.com/members/katndognco/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ttwdem/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NoFear11/default.aspx
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the check-out to cover your goods and take the paid goods and WALK OUT!, head held high!!

The nazi store managers will then either 1. have to physically stop you (and violate your liberties

and the criminal law with bodily harm and physical infringement) or 2. have to call the police - for

what - a non issue!! as they obviously have no crime as the goods are paid for.....And so we win! In

the short term too....

This has been MY plan since onset (I am in the U.K.) as I have all year not worn a mask in public,

other than when at work in 10minutes bursts when with my clients as I own my own small medical

(vet) business and if I am seen to breach the rules of the game, the authorizing body may step in as

they already have tried to intimidate me for a FB post!  So I play by minimal compliance rules when

I am the professional but live in CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE every minute of being a private healthy FREE

citizen. I am so lucky I had COVID in late 2019! But I obviously can’t prove this CLEAR immune

status as obviously this isn’t an option being talked much about....or researched much either!

Funny that! But not funny at all on the back drop of all that is happening....Keep Wghting and

resisting! We are MANY!!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Astonished

Judges wouldn’t allow the lawsuit, so attorneys don’t take the case.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Lakhana13

Look into the 1964 Civil Rights Act. It can be used to sue any business that decides not to do

business with you. ALL public businesses MUST not discriminate - in this case religious

discrimination under the Civil Rights Act and falling under the INTERSTATE COMMERCE CLAUSE -

 there are already precedent cases including a SCOTUS case.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

Businesses, just like people's houses, money and other wealth, are private property. Their owners

have private property rights, just as do you and everyone else who doesn't own a business. Those

rights are based upon one's rights to self-ownership and personal liberty. They include the right to

freedom of association, freedom of non-association, including peaceful discrimination for any

reason whatsoever (this is why entire corpus of anti-discrimination law imposed on the private

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astonished/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Lakhana13/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/arthurrieloutlook.com/default.aspx
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sector must be abolished). This means that even though government operators declare no mask

requirement, private property owners have the right to have and enforce whatever requirement they

desire their customers/guests to obey as a condition for being on their property, or doing business

with them, including a mask requirement.

You are laboring under the false and malicious presumption--one to which millions of people

subscribe, thanks to a rotten education--that you have a "right" to enter someone's private property,

with or without the owner's consent, and that you have a "right" to a business owner's goods and

services. There is no such legitimate right because you, like all other people are not slaves. People

have the legitimate individual right to freedom of trade, which is based upon their private property

rights, and the other rights I mentioned herein. Goods and services are the private property of a

business owner until he freely and voluntarily consents to sell them. Proposing lawsuits against

business owners for their exercising the very same rights that you and all other people possess

reveals your perception of them as your slaves ! Educate yourself about legitimate rights (read Ayn

Rand's essay, "Man's Rights" to start with), and patronize businesses that have no mask

requirement.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mirandola

The grocers are violating your right to eat. That is a violent crime, and should be prosecuted as

such.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

drwolfman

ttwdem you can sue Sprout’s to put a stop to this.  Sprout’s is clearly violating their own policy

manual on not discriminating, which is on page 16 of their manual if I remember correctly.  Peggy

Hall whose website is “TheHealthyAmerican.org and John Singleton a legal expert in Florida whose

website is privacyWght.com have put together a legal package to sue Sprout’s with success.  They

are giving it away free.  It is on an individual basis so if you are not the one who Wled the law suit

Sprout’s will continue their nazi policy against the individual.

arthurrieloutlook.com your legal analysis is not correct.  A business cannot make a policy that

violates laws such as discrimination.  Using your logic a business could make a policy and have a

day in which it is ok to pick pocket customers.  Ridiculous right?  Just because one has property

rights does not make them immune to breaking established laws.  John Singleton goes over the

laws in this regards in some of his videos with Peggy Hall.  And besides Sprout's IS violating their

own policies with mask discrimination according to their own policies manual.  You cannot make a

https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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policy and than break it either.  This is the basis for the law suits and why people win.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

connierod

Wow! Thank you for this post! Same thing is happening in my state of Idaho. Merchants still

requiring the diaper even though restriction was lifted by gov. - I asked one employee why and she

said bc my boss said so. There is no critical thinking left.. it’s so crazy everywhere. Saw people on

our plane to Maui wearing double masks when EVERY SINGLE PERSON had to get a negative PCR

test to ny there. And of course the airlines were Nazi about it. When on the island... we were

reprimanded for walking on the road to the beach - 100 yards in front of us- without the diaper on,

but was ‘allowed’ to not have to wear it on the beach.  I feel like I am having a bad dream I can’t

wake up from. You are correct: class action law suits need to happen!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

'scuse me for sounding a bit jaded, I think you did the right thing by leaving your order on their

counter. And don't go back! You might be better off pooling your money with a group of

similarly-minded friends and taking out a large ad in the local paper, announcing to your

community what Sprouts is doing. Lawsuits are expensive, gears of justice move slowly, you are

already on shaky ground when inside a private enterprise, suits require prep time, and main

beneWciaries are the attorneys. Sorry, this is the reality we live in.>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>An old

story I heard when growing up, is about 2 farmers squabbling over ownership of a cow. One has the

cow by the horns, the other by the tail. And between the two ends, sitting on a stool is a lawyer,

milking the cow.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

ttwdem - Here in AZ the governor recently relaxed pandemic mandates.  A few days ago a friend

and I were in Sprouts and decided to test the policy by taking our masks off.  I thought it would be

no more than 5 minutes before someone came up.  It took 3 minutes for the o]cial Sprouts mask

police to approach and to tell us that it was corporate policy to wear masks.

art - That is the problem with the libertarian approach, it has no conscious.  Were not talking about
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art - That is the problem with the libertarian approach, it has no conscious.  Were not talking about

someone doing something bad that makes them worthy of being denied by a business, were

talking about someone merely wanting human sustenance. To deny someone food for no good

reason is a horrible thing.  To support that concept is... well, questionable.  Besides, drwolfman is

right, no store can deny on the grounds of discrimination.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jan59673

we had the same experience with Sprouts in Tulsa, OK.  We left the store because we refused to

put on a mask--have not been back.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

blessthebeasts

I walked out of CVS Pharmacy yesterday because they wanted me to put one of their useless face

diapers on. I live in a county in Arizona that never had a mandate and the governor lifted all state

restrictions, but these morons still feel the need to impose their silly rules. I told the smiling ninny

at the door, "I'm glad to go to Walgreens."

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

cel5614

Haven't shopped at Sprouts since last May when they did the same thing to me.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ttwdem

Thanks for all of the encouragement. We really need to build each other up. And thank you

drwolfman for the resources: I will be looking into TheHealthyAmerican.org and privacyWght.com.

Fun fact: we drove 3 hours to support AlWe Oakes at Seed To Table Market in Naples, FL. Had a

blast!

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

skweiler

I have felt your pain. Lawyers don't care unless you are a business if you are trying to take on

another business or there is some kind of tangible injury (e.g. accident). You have to go pro se. Get

a preliminary injunction which orders them to do business with you with the only condition that you

can pay. If you want to push the issue without a lawsuit, don't pay, and attempt to walk out of the

store with the goods. THAT will bring the police, and the business will hate the negative publicity.

Claim truthfully that the property is yours, and that if they arrest you you will sue them for false

arrest under color of law.

There is another method. If they prevent you from taking the goods, then you can threaten to call

the police and tell them that someone won't take his hands off your property. If the issue still isn't

resolved, then call the police. At least in my state there is (or was) a "reasonable circumstances"

exception to the crime of theft. The typical "reasonable circumstance" is probably if you can't pay

and you are buying food. This appears to be one of the few places that the natural law is

recognized. If they refuse to check you out, then you don't have to pay right away. It is always best

to have someone take a video and post it online of situations like this.

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

Stephjask

The Fascists of the second world war era were, as the 93 year old holocaust survivor stated, at least

honest in their evil intentions.  The present day New World Order ones are evil liars and master

manipulators and will exterminate and enslave many times more people than Hitler could dream of.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Elleanee

Stephjask, they weren’t honest. They told the people that Jews were diseased. And since you can

see the fear engendered in people about disease here and now with mask compliance and

eagerness to take the kill shot, it made it easier for the Germans to allow the Jews to be

exterminated like repulsive vermin. Dehumanization. The scheme is the same, the tactics have

been adjusted. God bless Ron DeSantis and Kristi Noem.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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blessthebeasts

She is an inspiration!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

skweiler

How about the "WWII Japanese-American internment" survivors? The situation here in the US was

probably very similar to that of Nazi Germany in this regard. Of course, the US wasn't a totalitarian

dictatorship. One interesting fact, that I have come across is that Hitler gained his Wnal powers

through some kind of purported "state of emergency." That is very similar to what is happening

now. One's natural rights aren't cancelled just because the government wants to cancel them.

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

In this dystopia we are all Jews turning on each other. Or that's how we are all supposed to behave.

When people agree to meet unmasked the authorities get angry because they know we are not

afraid and divided the way they want us. The "vaccine" will offer some social perks at Wrst. But the

masks will stay as long as they continue obeying the CDC and WHO. To say the untreated will be

the "new Jews" is not strictly true. We are all the new Jews. Submit to Dr. Mengele's experiments or

no rations for you. It's frustrating to me how many are contented if not happy for this to become

permanent. What can you do with someone who has not only lost their mind but the heart? The

very essence of their humanity?

People are not meant to live this way. But if the majority WANT this dystopian police state to

become permanent because they think the only threat to their lives is this virus (And if they never

catch it they'll live forever in this hell on earth. Yay!) what can us remaining humans do? My town

hates the New Normal. We are rejecting it. Other towns and a few states are. People need to

relocate. Those who embrace the New Normal and can't even desire to live like humans are a lost

cause. Maybe we can save a few islands of sanity. You can't free a people who desperately yearn to

be enslaved. Who WANT to live out their days in miserable semi isolation cut off from sunlight,

smiles and friendship. And these miserable lives won't be long either. But they will be CARED FOR.

Like fatted calves.

Posted On 04/08/2021
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lilitu_adamah

Rabbi Alon Anava:  Should you take the Corona vaccine? Why do so many doctors and Rabbi's say to

take it? NEW Info! www.bitchute.com/.../6Gb5lB0wNrdb   The fall of the new world order

www.bitchute.com/.../FDFviPapUlyE  Both videos were deleted by YouTube after reaching more than

130,000 views each

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

loved the Rabbi - thank you for posting

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

MoMac46

lilitu : Really enjoyed the Rabbi's video. I agreed with everything he said, I am not Jewish but this

applies to all Thank you.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

OrganicHawaii.org

.. and that's how the Mark of the Beast is born.. the real question is: Can we really change what has

been prophesied in the Book of Revelation? Perhaps not global events, but our individual approach I

think is important. ~God bless and Aloha~

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

pie2634

We are dealing with the SAME CRIMINALS that ruled Germany in the 30s and the 40s. Today the same

evil eugenicists control all countries but they mostly speak english and not christians but rather zionist

neocons. Jeffrey Epstein before being arrested was working with Harvard University on ? Covid 19

vaccines. And Harvard University, like Dr. Fauci were also working with the Wuhan lab. These people
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vaccines. And Harvard University, like Dr. Fauci were also working with the Wuhan lab. These people

are in reality by far more evil than Himmler and Hitler because today they control big pharma and high

tech companies. ''You will own nothing and you will be happy." (Davos Economic Forum add) What they

did not mention is that you will eventually, if their plan goes ahead, not even own YOUR OWN BODY. In

sum these people want to reintroduce human slavery but by sleath in the name of bio security.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

pie2634, Thank you for mentioning who one of the moneymen was behind these current

events...Epstein and Gates travelled to his private island several times. Not clear (to me anyway)

what this alliance was heading towards, but yes, Harvard research seems to be one primary

beneWciary.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Dr.Steven

The deceptive nature of this movement for vaccine passports is truly demonic: disguised as promoting

health it places healthy people at risk by coercing them to accept experimental, likely harmful gene

therapy or abortion tainted vaccines; advertised as a way to "return to normal" it imprisons those who

submit--and those of us who will resist--in a surveillance state creating tiers of "good" and "bad"

citizens. That religious leaders, who ought to be prophetically and bravely speaking out against this

assault on human dignity, are in many cases promoting these vaccination campaigns reveals the

insidious depth of this evil con game. Readers of these columns know well the frauds of PCR tests and

innated death counts, the Global Reset, and globalist innuence on media, Pharma, and government,

and that Covid-19 is not equivalent to smallpox of a real global "pandemic" nor are these vaccines

necessary or effective.

Yet, I still see people walking alone outdoors or driving their cars wearing masks; lining up for their

"shots" yet not questioning why despite their "shot" they are told to keep wearing masks and "social

distance" (another evil). Unless people wake up and resist, we are destined to become puppets of a

new dictatorship founded upon medical tyranny. My hope lies in what we Christians celebrate now: the

self-giving suffering and Resurrection to new life that defeats the power of sin and death. I say this as

a person of faith but regardless of belief, we must be motivated to speak the truth and be prepared to

Wght, and suffer, for our liberty.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Luvvvy

Hi Dr. Steven, I agree.  I think we need to be more like children and just resist, anything they offer

us.  I believe we need to be prepared for the Wght for our eternal souls..  This video will strengthen

your resolve if nothing else does.. it’s a good slide show revealing the plot of this sick horror show

we’re in the midst of right now.   Entitled, but so much more than: “Former FEMA Operative, Celeste

Solum, On What’s In The Bill Gates Vaccine” banthis.tv/watch

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

MollyMalone

"we must be motivated to speak the truth and be prepared to Wght, and suffer, for our liberty."

 Totally agree. Freedom never was, is not now, and never will be free. It comes at a price, usually a

very great and terrible price, and is still totally worth it.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

As far as people go I see the church as the resistance against this evil. It's not so much freedom

versus tyranny or reason versus hysteria as love versus fear. Those who love one another won't let

a virus or technocratic police state keep them apart. Quarantine the sick. But don't fear them. And

don't view your fellow men and women as nothing but walking sacks of contagious diseases.

Funny how women are more social than men. But now they (speaking generally) prefer isolation

when they aren't running around screaming at strangers to wear more masks. Glad that kind are

dropping out of church. They were always the source of connict and division in the pre Covid days.

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

Siriusbe1

FREEDOM IS DIFFICULT, remember, because society consists of SLAVES. Freedom is di]cult, but

FREEDOM IS THE ONLY JOY THERE IS. Freedom is the only dance there is. And freedom is the only

door towards God. A slave never reaches to God; he cannot.  Osho I am totally at one with what Dr.

Mercola says above .It is urgent -either we wake up or we become slaves.

Posted On 04/05/2021
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Posted On 04/05/2021

 

mirandola

Dictatorship is based on every "good" reason in the book. "Necessity is the plea for every

infringement of human freedom. It is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of slaves". ---- Paul

Revere Jr, House of Commons.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Lakhana13

People need to brush up on Biblical Scripture and USE the 1st and 14th Amendments - Religious

clauses - to exempt themselves from any shot. The 14th amendment speciWcally, can also be used to

bring about a law suit against any business discriminating against you for not getting the shot based

on your truly held religious beliefs and practices. The 14th is the 1964 Civil Rights Act making it illegal

for a business to discriminate against religion, age, sex etc.... Here is 1 website giving Scriptural basis

against vaccines. And just because these shots are not "vaccines" in the truest sense, no one can

discriminate on religious grounds - 14th Amendment. I will be digging deeper into this and reporting

more. "God Does Not Support Vaccines" - www.livingwhole.org/god-does-not-support-vaccines

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mpk3149

What irony that it’s starting in Israel of all places! Have they learned Nothing?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

tillthen

Amazing. Biblical money changers have no pride.  They are now world-wide of biblical proportions.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Cabochon
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Yes. Those who do not learn from history are destined to repeat it, as some wise person said,

which seems to imply some sort of ignorance or unawareness of those who repeat it-  really only

applies to the victims who must wear their ‘yellow star’ aka show their vaccine certiWcate as Dr M

warns in today's article. The repetition of history by the eugenist organisations of  today is more

like  a continuation of their depopulation agenda begun many decades ago and Hitler was grateful

to the Rockefellers for passing on the basic tenets of the philosophy to him. Remember also that

the membership of the various organisations devoted to the new world order has inWltrated

governments, the media, tax payer funded health organisations, the terrorist triumvirate

(politicians, big Pharma and the orthodox medical fraternity) which has been undermining our

health for decades and rules our lives at the present time but not for much longer.  Too many of us

now are awake and I suspect many more than is realised.  See below re Mirandola’s posts on

vaccination and replies especially my reply on the BMJ topic “Do doctors have to have the C-19

vaccine?” The voting by BMJ readers who are presumably mostly medics and researchers went

60/40 against.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Didn't Wnd it ironic at all, the state of Israel is only a short rocket Wre away from its arch enemies.

As a foreign state to its neighbors, military preparedness is of primary concern, always.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Kevin131

Purity test or IQ test, call it what you like, I'm calling it the genocide test. New research has shown the

PWzer vaccine can transcript the production of proteins that also leads to the formation of PRIONS,

similar to CJD. So if the anaphylaxis or the autoimmunity aspects don't kill you off quickly, the long

term effects from the prions, will. This also means cannibalism, like it was for the starving in

communist Ukraine, or during WWII, will not be a viable option to survive the apocalypse. Do not eat the

vaccinated!!! I suppose if the elites want to vaccinate everyone's children with this pathogen, they'd

better be prepared to stop torturing children and drinking their blood for adrenochrome, or they'll get

the prions and neurodegeneration as well (not that they aren't acting like mad cows as it is). So yeah,

prions have been weaponized, and they are in the vaccines now, and if you don't have Christian values,

and Wnd cannibalism abhorrent, you might want to change your mind about eating a burger made from

the cloned nesh of a vaccinated leftist celebrity as you might end up a mad cow! How to avoid being

rounded up and put into prison camps, well there's always equal and proportional amounts of violence

for these things, and Christian values don't impead your right to life and self defense...arm yourselves

folks!
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ymiranthis

carterheavyindustries.Wles.wordpress.com/2021/02/covid19-rna-based-va..  A copy of a research

paper addressing the risk of prion disease from COVID mRNA "vaccines".

hmi-us.com/publications/sars-cov-2-prion-like-domains-in-spike-protein..   A research paper from

April 2020 entitled, "SARS-CoV-2 Prion-Like Domains in Spike Proteins Enable Higher A]nity to

ACE2".

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Javaned

Kevin, you are aware who is behind the Wgureheads like Bill Gates,  Fauci, Bidden etc. If they have

the technology  to kill us without false pandemic, false vaccines and such, why didn't they? Can't

get al of  us at once? Are scared to  make bad karma and we have to volunteer for extermination?

Don't want  messy job and preffer planned clean depopulation?

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

I hear these dire predictions. Oh no! The untreated will be treated like second class citizens or put

in FEMA camps or hauled off to gas chambers. Oh no! The people who have had these shots will

all die during the next nu season. Or when the next virus arrives. Both scenarios are bad. But they

are incompatible. Meaning both bad things cannot be true. There is irrationality on our side too.

OK. I guess we could be ostracized Wrst till everyone suddenly dies of the experimental gene

therapy. But it wouldn't last long after everyone else died.

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

ExposeThem

It is deceptive to call it an experiment as the hidden hand orchestrating this devious plot know

precisely the results they are achieving or they would not attempt this atrocity. It would put them in a
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precisely the results they are achieving or they would not attempt this atrocity. It would put them in a

precarious situation and vulnerable to ultimate backlash if they were unaware of the consequences.

Because they infer that these injections have gone virtually untested does not mean that is truth.

These devils have repeatedly used lies and deceit to achieve their goals for multitudes of centuries.

The masses are so deprived of truth and dumbed down that the truth is impossible for them to believe.

The globalist elite who hide their identity under that banner, absolutely know the outcome.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

nojusticenopeace

Expose them. Thanks for your post and I agree these agendas have been in play incrementally

moving along for a long time. The satanist I would add are tied with the Catholic Church the vast

wealth of the Vatican and the Jesuit Order a dark cruel military order in operation for centuries.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mdp2572

No vaccine in China.  Hmm.  Of yeah because they already have the communist regime.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

that and they want no one to know anything of what happens there

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Javaned

They have 5G, social credits vigilance system, inhuman technologies galore etc.

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

TimM

Will I obey? Hell no.
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Will I obey? Hell no.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

kbambeld

Nuremberg trials soon to see through the hoax and take those technocrats to jail - there is HOPE Right

now, a second Nuremberg tribunal that is in preparation, with a class action lawsuit being set up under

the aegis of thousands of lawyers worldwide behind the American-German lawyer Reiner Fuellmich,

who is prosecuting those responsible for the Covid-19 scandal manipulated by the Davos Forum. In

this respect, it is worth recalling that Reiner Fuellmich is the lawyer who succeeded in condemning the

automobile giant Volkswagen in the case of the tampered catalytic converters. And it is this same

lawyer who succeeded in condemning Deutsche Bank as a criminal enterprise.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Cabochon

Hope so, kbamWeld. Fuellmich’s lawsuit has been the topic of discussion in several articles on

mercola.com (last one on 19th March) and if he is successful, this could prove a crucial turning

point in the attempted world power take-over by the main eugenist organisers and fellow travellers.

Cannot seem to get much in the way of updates about its progress from Fuellmich’s website so if

you have some updates that would be appreciated.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Astonished

The irony of the Nuremberg kangaroo court was that the US has never signed the Nuremberg code.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Cabochon, Aside from the pcr lawsuits, this the most recent info from (now) over 100 doctors in

the EU, you may want to watch this brief(ish) interviews Willem Engel had recently with Dr Bhakdi -

starts out in Dutch as always and switches over quickly to English:

www.bitchute.com/.../kgqjwWP2nxY1  - its eye opening.  (Willem interviewed Prof Dr. Reiner
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Fullmich for a status update about 2 or 3 weeks ago)...

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

kbam...can you conWrm this Fuellmich legal actions is in fact proceeding? I've heard very little

about his progress for a few months now.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

drwolfman

Astonished it is true the US has never adopted the Nuremberg code because we do not need to.

 We have the same principles written in US federal law at 45 CFR 46.116a General Requirements

For Consent, and 45 CFR 46.116b Basic elements of informed consent, and at 21 CFR 50.20 FDA

regulations.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Javaned

All banks are criminal enterprises.

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

nan6449

When our own puppet., president gets on tv and says the more people who get vaccinated, the quicker

we will get back to a normal life, ... Houston, we have a problem.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

NoFear11

Esp as the current puppet is believed to be the antidote to the other puppet who spoke hatred and
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division so they could categorise all the outcasts under one, as part of the “idiot followers”.... Good

Guy vs Bad Guy game. Playing the idiotic binary hatred game again.  It’s all a political power game,

set up to play divide and conquer when in fact they are all part of the same larger plan - to distract,

mislead, antagonize, terrorize and vilify the population from within. United we stand, divided we

fall!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Astonished

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/04/05/computer-generated-presidents/

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Jackaroni

Our government o]cials, along with others, spew all kinds of total bulls**t, but they say it with

conWdence and authority, so it must be true!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

Elected o]cials (even presidents, including Trump) have become nothing more than bone thrown

to the masses by the overlords to keep the masses from growling.

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../the-calm-before-the-storm-trump

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mtb1939

I have started a personal policy of not inviting any VACCINATED individual into my home.  The

VACCINATED will be the ones who are spreading the variant covid infection.  I will be unvaccinated

forever while I stand by and watch the VACCINATED drop like nies when they get their vaccines every

year.  If I am prohibited from going places because of my vaccination status, I will just have more

money.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

harvelicious

The vast majority still do not understand the depth & insidiousness of the criminal psyop that has been

going on for decades & how they also have been under the spell of the Death Cult's tyrannical tip toe.

Follow the money & even more so, follow the power, to understand where the control is. There are a few

(of many) important truths that everyone needs to get a Wrm grasp on: 1) Sabbatian-Frankists out of

Israel have inWltrated all governments & run/control everything - the international banking cartels,

treasuries, monarchies, the Vatican, big tech, big business, big pharma, big ag, medical/scientiWc

communities, militaries, education, entertainment, philanthropy, MSM, social media, UN, WHO, NGO's,

secret societies, Rockefellers, Gates, Soros, et al. They run the NWO & will be headquartered out of

Jerusalem.

2) All wars & regime change was under the direction of this Death Cult, including Trump. Trump's style

& strengths were used against him & the people (using the media & celebrities) to exploit the labeling,

segregation & dehumanization of the public to the beneWt of the Death Cult agenda, as is alluded to

somewhat in this article. 3) national governments turned over their national banks/treasuries to the

IMF/World Bank. 4) governments have secretly turned their health authorities over the WHO. This

critical phase was completed by the early 1990's.

5) "Germ Theory" was created by the Death Cult & is Wctitious. Holistic wellness demonized. 6) Since

1954, the gold standard scientiWc/medical protocols & ethics used in the discovery of pathogens was

abandoned. Pseudo-science & fake computer modeling has taken it's place. 7) Pandemic war-gaming,

posturing & brainwashing has been continuously ramping for decades. 8) No SARS-CoV-2

virus/mutants exist. The Cult will not release such a weapon into the wild for fear they lose control of

it. 9) Vaccines & lockdown measures are the bio-weapons/weapons. 10) Mass depopulation by 2030 is

the Cult's plan. .

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

harvelicious

The above is a quick summary, but, critical to grasp. Many, including myself, have posted many

more details, in other articles in this regard. Many are asking "what can we do?", for which, is a

much needed discussion that does not have a simple 'magic pill', for which, society has been

programmed into believing is the cure for everything, via the allopathic medicine model. Here are a

few suggestions: 1) ensure one fully understands the seriousness of the situation & how critical

time is. Learn. 2) 'gut check' time - one will require self-honesty, commitment & dedication to

stopping tyranny/fascism.

Return to our 'roots'. Prepare for a long & Werce battle. Do not despair, or, lose faith, even when the
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situation appears dire. 3) know & rely on Truth, intention of purpose, principles, ethics & virtue. 4)

take steps to improve one's personal physical, mental & spiritual health. The power of prayer is a

tipping point. 5) prepare your family for worst case scenarios. Learn to be resourceful. Create a

plan. 6) lessen & eliminate, technological reliance/devices. Resort to traditional forms of

communication like in-person discussion, pen & paper, & other creative ways to communicate. 7)

identify people with leadership qualities, as well as, understand & e]ciently utilize each's person's

skill set.

8) loosely organize as a secondary measure to large well organized formal groups. Countering

efforts to all of their spying, intrusion & data collection matters. Unpredictability is a strength.

Having many small loosely organized groups makes it much more di]cult for the enemy to attack.

Have alliances with other groups that share common general goals/strategies. Be vigilant for

inWltrators & cons. Knowing the power lies 'within' is the peoples strongest defense tactic. Power in

numbers that share a common goal. 9) Protect each other. Doing small things for the cause,

matters greatly. 10) "Ask not what others can do for you, but, what you can do for yourself & each

other".

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Glastian

ttwdem; here in the U.K. we have an organisation called CrowdJustice, where individuals who do not

have the means to take legal actions can generate funds through donations to this organisation.

Presently, there is an action (approved by the High Court) against members of the U.K. govt for their

failure to comply with legal tendering procedures in awarding contracts for PPE. In short, CRONYISM.

Earlier last year when small companies were organised and ready to produce PPE (at a time of serious

shortages), they were ignored. Instead, later, certain companies were awarded contracts directly by

certain U.K. ministers without recourse to the rules covering tendering procedures. One particular

company is reported to have had assets of around £18,000, yet was awarded part of a £multi-million

contract, apparently even though that company had no prior experience of manufacturing PPE.

Apologies if this example is a bit long-winded, but my point is: - Do you have an organisation like

CrowdJustice in your state?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Drew458

We have the GoFundMe thing here in the USA. I think there are others. But we also have the exact

same situation with PPE startup companies. While 3M and one or two other big companies have

churned out more than 2 billion N95 masks in the past year, the medical world alone needs 3.5

billion of them per year. Dozens of companies have made the investment to help, only to Wnd
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billion of them per year. Dozens of companies have made the investment to help, only to Wnd

themselves stymied by regulations, a glacial government approval process that takes 6-9 months

and a small fortune, and penny-pinchers at the hospitals that will ignore local production and order

inferior, often fraudulent masks from China to save a couple bucks. They claim that "retraining"

people to use a slightly different mask design would be cost prohibitive. Existing rules to "buy

American, buy local" are easily circumvented and mostly unenforced. Even the New York Times has

run articles on this. The expanded polyfoam used to make N95 masks is neither complex nor

expensive to manufacture, and most of these start ups could deliver at least a million masks per

month. Several of them already have warehouses full of product but can't get NIMH approval

appointments and can't break into the (crony?) medical purchasing game. So they've turned to

making China-spec K95s just to stay anoat, as K95s are not so strictly regulated.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

You know what's truly amazing? Half the population enjoys this. They WANT to spend the rest of their

pathetic, miserable lives in semi isolation with rags over their faces for the pleasure of blocking

everyone else from ever breathing or smiling again. Impossible to think of those faceless freaks as

human. If they died I wouldn't care. In fact I'd laugh. It's their fault this is able to happen. It's not FEAR.

The faceless freaks enjoy terrorizing kids and making everyone else miserable. They aren't like normal

people. They don't experience loneliness or even have any emotional needs common to humanity. If

they all caught bacterial respiratory infections and died on ventilators, or dropped dead on evening jogs

from triple masking or signed up for four "vaccines" over the next six months and died (Wnally actually

DIED since the faceless freaks only talk about death avoidance nonstop like no one ever died of

anything but Covid) the world would be a better place. Once the karens and snitches had Wnally

dropped dead we might have a chance at stopping this nightmare their kind desperately want.

Heartless, soulless, cold-blooded, faceless monsters who sacriWced every shred of their humanity to

be "safe" from the big bad sni~es. I hate them.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Maritt

Yes for many people it is the best thing that ever happened to them.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12
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brodiebrock12

This is exactly what is happening...division of humanity.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

I wonder if people kill one another over choosing how to live life will be considered a hate crime.

It's bound to happen in both directions if it's not already begun. I mean just looking at someone

funny these days can be construed as a hate crime so why would this evolve too.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

wouldn't

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Jackaroni

These are people who don't like to think for themselves, they want someone else to tell them what

to do. They are the rule followers and they don't question the rules, only those who refuse to

comply with the rules. They are the sheeple.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

I refer to people who wear a mask as "self-made damaged goods".  I don't initiate any interaction

with them. When they approach me to speak to me--most often because I'm not wearing a mask,

and they want to criticize me for it--I tell them that I will grant them my permission to speak with

me on the condition that they do so as the human being that they are, and not as a muzzled slave

or muzzled human stockyard animal, by Wrst removing their mask. Every single one of them has

refused to remove their mask, so I simply and civilly tell them to move along. If they should insist

on speaking to me, I would interpret that as harassment, so that is when I would unleash hell upon

them.
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mirandola

When those same people who love it now, are economically affected, they will come around awfully

quickly. And when they are impacted on the social level, and become lonely enough, ditto. When

they see someone or themselves  have to live in their tent instead of their home, they will eat their

words in bitterness. When harmed by the vaccines, ditto even more. This is all going to come

around. Pain and suffering can not be endured for too long.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

Just goes to show how effective the PsyOps have been -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-pandemic-psyops-war-on-humanity

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Our insanely incompetent UK "Health" Secretary was recently asked how many people have died after

the covid vaccination:  He seemed quite put out and unable to answer the question.

twitter.com/.../1375385172061863936   This is the link for the Astra Zeneca UK vaccination alone

where over 400 people have died and there are a stack of adverse reactions many pages long, for an

allegedly "safe vaccine":  The link, is naturally,   hidden deep in the Govt covid Wles.

assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att..  

Dolly Parton and various other nut-job  "experts" may well sing about the vax being "safe" thanks to

wall-to-wall brain-washing from  Govt Big Pharma sponsored Govt despots. But tragically  by not  using

PREVENTATIVE treatment, thousands of lives have been lost  -- treatments, all ignored by corrupt Govt

bureaucrats in cahoots with proWteering entities who want to impose a supra-Globalist agenda

destroying our democracy, freedom and our health.  What is going on is devilish propaganda using

Govt sponsored fear-mongering to herd brow-beaten traumatized people into forced vaccination with

the end goal being track and trace and control through vaccine passports. This is nothing to do with

""health"", and if people were properly ""Informed"" - there would be little or no ""Consent""!

 Furthermore, the Nuremberg code is surely being broken!  This in a country our forefathers fought to

keep free.  It truly beggars belief!
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One of the doctors who testiWed to the US Senate Committee on Hydroxychloroquine has written (as

have others) “C19 mutations are likely to begin appearing and spreading at rapid rates, in entirely

disconnected locations. They are all still treatable with effective antiviral drugs thus far discovered:

ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine plus zinc, nuvoxamine, potentially interferon-lambda” ( And, of course,

Dr. Mercola's protocols too)

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Maritt

So true NW. However is it incompetence or something much more sinister?  Also follow the money.

His previous neighbour was awarded a very lucrative contract without following due process

(£30m for testing kits).

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8989427/Matt-Hancocks-neighbour-no-ex..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Drew458

Viruses mutate. Constantly. It's what they do. But that's a golden river of proWt to Big Med. Just

yesterday one company announced they're starting e]cacy trials for their new navor of vaccine

built to handle the variants. This will never end, obviously. Meanwhile all these effective treatments

are ignored, downplayed, shunned, and even made illegal, except in the Third World (the LMIC

zone) that no one in Big Med really cares about. I try to stay on top of the news for treatments, and

right now the combination of nuvoxamine and ivermectin looks amazing, although Merck's

[EIDD-2801] mulnupiravir (in Phase 3 trials for another couple months) may be far better. Total

elimination of the virus in 5 days or less, works on the nu, SARS, MERS, and other RNA viruses as

well. While the virus is real, and it's effects on some people can be severe, the whole situation is

one big game that TPTB are playing for power and gold, leaving hundreds of thousands to suffer or

die, denying most even the knowledge that proven effective treatments exist. The Hippocratic Oath

has become the Hypocritical Oath. "First, lose no proWts".

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mjnelson999

The US agencies say Ivermectin does not work and other doctors say it does. Early in infection may

be VERY important.
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

mjnelson. us agencies tell you Ivermectin does not work? Remember most all agencies are the

wolves protecting the hen house. I am still amazed how many trust these corrupted agencies as

they do.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

NW - Yes, they've torn a page right out of the US military's handbook on psychological warfare -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-pandemic-psyops-war-on-humanity

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Newlands, you may want to listen/watch links I posted today....seems shots, by the time these

were initially approved for emergency use, were already out of sync with current mutations, can

become a tail-chasing event. Imagine the effort required to develop varied shots to keep up with

mutations, different in countries, state-to-state within the US. As Dr. Fauci said recently, new

mutations have preferred locales. Then apply a passport concept, see how ridiculous this effort

appears.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thanks Maritt:  I think it is deliberate obfuscation and extremely sinister.  Most people have not

even heard of the yellow card vaccine injury reporting system, so the total number of adverse

reactions could be multiplied many times over.

Drew458 and mjnelson999 and brodiebrock12:  I suspect that Merck's new drug will be -

predictably - hugely expensive, unlike Hydroxychloroquine or Ivermectin which both have a great

safety record.  Here's Robert F Kennedy Jr calling out the "Chief Wolf" guarding the hen house - the

horribly corrupt Fauci - for pushing an experimental proWteering vaccine when these early-use
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horribly corrupt Fauci - for pushing an experimental proWteering vaccine when these early-use

preventative life-savers could do the job with greater safety: twitter.com/.../1  

Krofter - exactly.  Psychological warfare - damaging every single level of human behaviour.  And

thanks rrealrose will check out the links you posted.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Astonished

I just realized that when they picked up a loan on the taxpayer’s expense, gave back about four percent,

one day they will tell you that you owe, say, $600,000.00 and you lose everything you own, unless you

pay up. Once you lose everything, your choice will be to submit or starve to death, homeless.

Submission will include constant “vaccinations.” You may have heard already the elevation of Ebola,

Zika, and the like. That’s only the beginning. Soon, you will “need” a vaccine for elephant cough and

deciduous trees. Once you understand these, you will know your options. I do.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mihail

Good to know one's options. When the things you say come to pass, my options are either go show

them a serious side of my wrath, or disappear in the mountains with a herd of goats. What's yours?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

zinovius

I'm not surprised as how so many israelis are so amazingly stupid and so naive. That's the power of

BRAINWASHING thru TV. Israeli TV is very powerful to turn anybody into zombie. Regarding these

"green passports", I believe that in 2022 these nazi type passports will be forgotten.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mjnelson999

I hope you are right but chances are green passports may be increased.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

the most interesting new information that Ilana Daniel's impassioned appeal brought out is the

secretive nature of the "penalty clause" that she asserts was part of the Israeli agreement with PWzer -

Ilana tells us that this secretive clause which would be the same secretive clause to be found in

Pharma agreements with the UK/ USA/ EU/ and all the other sucker nations that have climbed aboard

the Auschwitz Express into human oblivion - what is this SECRET clause - Ilana states that it is thought

to be a quota system that revolves around the investment potential of the pseudo vaccine - if the

alleged quota is not reached certain penalties will come into play - this is terrifying the politicians who

are instituting the GESTAPO jackboot policies to make sure the minimum quota of vaccinated proWt

margins are gained by the contracted governments - this EXPLAINS everything - all the draconian

propaganda and coercion tactics fall under this umbrella - your governments/ politicians have signed

you up to a contract with the Devil that contains all the Faustian Pacts details of huge FINANCIAL

penalties if the politicians fail to reach this agreed upon secret quota - the politicians have sold your

Future to the DEVIL for a few pieces of silver - now you know why all this is taking place.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

And what will happen to these politicians if they don't reach their quotas? Cement overshoes? Why

the terror?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi rensmith - " what will happen if they don't reach their quota?" - simple answer is that the Big

Payout won't take place - venality is the driving force in politics

hi Marinkos - they have all signed up - politicians cannot resist the wealth carrot - they will murder

their citizens for a buck - the more it changes, the more it stays the same

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

poiesis

spot on ,  Stanley
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Javaned

Do they still need Wnancial gains? I think the  times are  life or death choices for us and politicians

 alike.

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

RichJedi

Yes indeed! Alex Jones has been warning that this day was coming for AT LEAST TWENTY YEARS as

one of his websites is LITERALLY called PRISONPLANET.COM Before him many preachers were

warning that this was coming since before even World War II.  This booklet details the Spiritual battle

being waged behind the scenes that most have no clue of and it's one of the MAJOR REASONS why

people just don't give a S*** about anything more than their RETARDED TV shows, Starbucks coffee

and fast food garbage.. They're all in what the bible calls A DRUNKEN BLIND STUPPOR and the masses

do NOT Care about TRUTH, health, herbs, vitamins, nutrition or self improvement of ANY KIND and they

all have that pathetic YOLO mindset.  A WORLD HELD CAPTIVE pabco7.com/.../captive.htm

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

NORMALITY is the deWnition of a "DRUNKEN BLIND STUPOR"

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

So what do we enlightened people do to combat it?

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Krofter

JGB = Communicate.  Minds get changed one at a time by those who are able to talk sense and

point out the nonsense.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

tillthen

JGB a great,  if not the absolute greatest question of all.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

sarshalom7

Once General Patton began to realize what was actually happening around him, and what he had been

used as a foolish pawn to accomplish, his life was snuffed out IMMEDIATELY (Dec 1945).  I'll give you a

hint: he realized too late that Soviet communism was the actual threat to Europe and to humanity (it

has claimed 100s of millions of lives).  His memory and warnings to the world are all but forgotten

these days, yet people keep blathering on about the Third Reich.  Now that is 'projection' on an

ingenious level.

It needs mentioning that the hoax we are witnessing today has been planned for decades.  First, the

masses were hyper conditioned into a complacent, hedonistic slumber over several generations (Thou

shall have NO gods before me, for I do not give my honor to another).  Anyone whose ever done a day's

honest labor like pouring concrete or gardening knows the bulk of the work is in preparation. Every

possible contingency has been planned for, every possible scenario.  There is nothing "unexpected" or

"unplanned" we're seeing now.  The inertia at this point is undeniable and will not be reversed.  There

will be small havens of 'resistance' for a short while, until it's just your front porch.  The plan is to slowly

seep throughout the entirety of the world until it is reaches saturation. Put your hope and trust in

Yeshua, who will never leave or forsake us.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

booboo39

But why would those vaccinated be so afraid of the unvaccinated if the vaccinations are so important

and valued and useful?
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ExposeThem

The mountain of terror uses psychology to destroy minds.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

tillthen

Because they are comprised of those who are either sheep, self-endowed, holier-than thou, stupid,

or yearn to outdo Hitler.  Scary folk.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

Because they know they can still get covid, it only reduces symptoms. And they have been told they

can get it from asymptomatic people (presumably you and I and the whole world).

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

KingofthePaupers

We handled that point in our Statement of Claim: smartestman.ca/c19scjct.pdf   124. Vaccine

promotion has the hallmarks of a scam which is always exposed by its illogic. The vaccinated who

feel threatened by the unvaccinated are like someone with an umbrella worried about you getting

them wet because you don't have an umbrella too. It's too stupid an argument to take seriously but

it is the argument at the base of mandatory vaccines. The delusion that the protected are

threatened by the unprotected. It belies the belief that vaccines work. If they work, why is

protection needed from unvaccinated others? These are the health o]cials who put nuoride, a

known neuro-toxin, into our water? Can they be trusted to put anything into our veins?   So we don't

need to get into how much they work, we just need to point out that it's the same clowns poisoning

us with nuoride.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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cat6071

My friend has been diligently going to court and attending school board meetings and more all year

Wghting this insanity! Here’s what he posted today! RUH ROH, HCA, BayCare, and Dr. Choe got some

splainin' to do  , or is this just a completely misplaced notion on my part ? They tried to make it out to

be that COVID patients overwhelmed normal capacity, but it was because they were understaffed from

the furloughs, even though they were still getting mad cheese from the elective surgeries and CARES

money. Someone on here posted a link yesterday and it was a meeting from here in Pinellas County,

and that’s where we are.  Well it’sa little south of me.  They just dropped the masks here in Pasco

County yesterday!  I’ll keep you informed at how many still wear them and will continue to attach

windshields to their heads!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ttwdem

Awesome news about Pasco. I hope Pinellas follows.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

lvmybrebghter

I WILL NEVER GET THAT VACCINE.....NEVER!!!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mjnelson999

As the push for toxic vaccines increases I wonder if some will be dragged off or just forced in their

homes to get vaccinated?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

M.H.Deal

Why do you want to go to a "mass gathering" anyway?   My mother was dead set against being a part of

large crowds, chieny from experiencing at a distance reports of Hitler's rallies.  The Czech side of the
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family did not appreciate Hitler's incursion into that country.   I've inherited that trait, so I duck out of

crowds, even pep rallies in high school.   Why attend?   What's the purpose?   Also, had a 9th grade

math teacher who taught that participation in groups lowered your IQ.  The more you participated in

large groups, the lower your IQ sank into the sub-basement.   I've already been "inoculated" against the

coming mass-ness deluge.  Happy to be as free as I can be on the sidelines.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Easy to say "only mass gatherings" now and think that answer is easy peasy. This separation of

humans from one another psychologically speaking is where the real ramiWcations mutate (no pun

intended) over time.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Especially if you must all wear masks and stay six feet apart. This stuff is here to stay if the NWO

gets it's way. They want to destroy or at least control all human interactions.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

If your willing to give up one right...  Its a slippery slope.  Give an inch, they'll take a mile.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

skweiler

Mass gatherings are a threat to TPTB. This is more so the case nowadays. To participate in such

an event now as it was done in the past (i.e. maskless and close together) is inherently

"subversive." There is even the possibility that "social distancing" and masks are actually about

easy identiWcation of potential dissidents. It is easier to "cull" the herd.
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Posted On 04/07/2021

 

bobjim

"... allow unvaccinated individuals to be legally treated as second-class citizens In Israel, vaccine

certiWcates are already required for entry into many public spaces. Activists warn it’s become a

two-tiered society where the unvaccinated are ostracized The public narrative is not only building

prejudice against people who refuse to wear masks or get an experimental vaccine, but is also using

healthy people as scapegoats from the very beginning, blaming the spread of the virus on

asymptomatically infected people..." that's the local narrative, I'm not buying that...the unvaxxed are the

survivors, the ones that resist the blood mixing will move on the rest get the LOF.  all that other crap is

gaslighting and paid propaganda to try and guilt you into following moloch. don't buy it frenz!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Yes. The narrative seems contradictory. If we're like the Jews why are they being experimented

upon by the new Josef Mengeles?

And if these "vaccines" are deadly--as they may be--how long will they be able to continue this? The

two scenarios of 1. The "vaccinated" will all die this fall...and 2. The "vaccinated" will lead normal

lives and we'll all be treated like Jews during the Holocaust seem incompatible. Both are bad. But

they cancel out each other. Only one nightmare can come true.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

rensmith - There is no "may be".  The vaccines have already killed well over 2,000 people in the US

alone - and that's with only 1% reporting to VAERS -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/covid-vaccine-death-count-update-4dd

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

REALTORGUY

I wouldn't get a covid shot if they paid me, let alone the other way around.  People are acting surprised
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I wouldn't get a covid shot if they paid me, let alone the other way around.  People are acting surprised

to learn that you can catch covid after the shot.  The truth is, the shot doesn't prevent the illness, and it

doesn't prevent the spread of it.  It only lessens the symptoms of what is really just a bad cold.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

I shared this exact message via a statement by Fauci himself that I found on WebMD....which shut

the argument down asap, as the sheeple are hearing it from who is in charge in their eyes.  I attach

it for all to share.

www.webmd.com/vaccines/covid-19-vaccine/news/20201027/early-vaccines-w..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Jackaroni

I keep reciting this fact as well and no one seems to believe me!  The most ridiculous thing I have

ever seen... masses of people terriWed of covid, getting Mrna "vaccines" that only reduce

symptoms, then removing their masks and returning to public venues believing that they have

immunity!  Even more ridiculous are those who have recovered from the disease and have natural

immunity but get the shot anyway, "just in case". Total morons!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

I laid that out in more detail here back in January -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/do-the-new-vaccines-acutally-prevent

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Johman0

So they’re trying to create the asymptomatic spreaders that didn’t actually exist before shooting

people up with the quaxxines?

Posted On 04/07/2021
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Posted On 04/07/2021

 

Javaned

How can you be sure it will lessen the symptoms?  Said the lying psychopaths, have to be true.

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

mcgeehee

In years past, we would have thought this article was Dr Mercola’s April fools joke. It’s horrifying to

know this is no joke.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

BUR8358

I just want to say God Bless You Dr Mercola! Thank you for being warrior for all of us through all this

past year, and for all the years prior. You are so full to love to devote your life to helping and healing

humanity. ❤

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

WL4816

"In his [Mike Whitney at UNZ Report] article, he points out that behavioral psychologists have been

employed by the government to promote the COVID-19 vaccination campaign and maximize vaccine

uptake. They also have a 'rapid response team' in place to attack the opinions of those who question

the 'o]cial narrative.'”

It should be remembered that licensed members of the American Psychological Association eagerly

participated as high-paid government contractors in the torture and interrogation of alleged "terrorists"

at Guantanamo and Abu Graib prisons. The so-called "terrorists" are people whose countries were

invaded by the U.S. military, and the U.S. suspects them of Wghting back against the invaders. The

psychological attempts to extract confessions never worked and no evidence of terrorist acts was ever

proven against the prisoners (many had been turned in by bounty hunters). The fascist Bush II

administration chose to imprison them at Guantanamo because it's offshore and thus there is no U.S.

habeas corpus law that would provide them with at least minimal legal rights, including the right to a

fair trial. Only U.S. military law applies there.
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fair trial. Only U.S. military law applies there.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

it is said bush and israel did 911    they murdered  the iraq peopl and our own

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Nadine17

I wonder if they repeated this test today, the persons pressing the electric shock buttons would be as

sympathetic.  I'll hazard a guess and say probably not.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

orangemoon

You are not alone mic5081.   I understand where you are coming from so just keep tuning in to your

inner strength.   It is amazing for me to witness the lack of common sense and critical thinking that is

lacking in many people. They have no  "knowing" how powerful and miraculous the human body is!!!!

 This appears to be a spiritual battle!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Lakhana13

In the course of the last few months regarding my posts here about enzymes, I have received many

requests as to which product was best. In my practice, I have used only those enzyme products

formulated by Dr Loomis - the leading authority in enzymes. Here is a link to the Food Enzyme Institute

for people to Wnd a practitioner nearest them. These practitioners would be able to guide you as to the

different enzyme formulas available and how to proceed in deciding which would be best for you.

www.foodenzymeinstitute.com/.../Default.aspx

Posted On 04/06/2021
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bowgirl

COVID survivors should be celebrated.  We do not need a COIVD vaccine.  My Dr says so. Where is

HIPPA in all this?  Shouldn't my medical needs be between me and my Dr

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

I told my sons this morning if anyone asks if you got the "vaccine", simply reply Sorry but that's

personal medical info between my doctor and I.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

gtriber

infowars (alex jones) PRISON PLANET vindicated (not just some conspiracy nut)...interesting how the

top page on google (and heavily laced thru following pages) features a 'metal band' as its TOP search

reference... alex, not so crazy now.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Funny how quickly the tide has turned, Alex is Wnally sounding respectable right?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

nojusticenopeace

Don’t be so quick to give Alex Jones credit. He is controlled opposition and that’s what those

players do, give some truth mixed with lies and misinformation. The powers that should not be are

masters of deception manipulation and inWltration. They wield their propaganda like pros crafting

out well planned and scripted false nags and traps to keep the masses divided and invested in

their matrix. But I do agree it is interesting and now quite in our face that this is a prison planet.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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skweiler

nojusticenopeace, This is what many people need to keep in mind. I only trust God and the true

Catholic Church led by Pope Gregory XVIII (https://www.tcwblog.com/ )

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

KingofthePaupers

It won't be so hard to Wght when you point out the Covid threat was exaggerated a hundredfold by

comparing the covid 3.4% CFR Apple to the Flu 0.1% IFR Orange when they had the Flu 10% CFR Apple.

What can they say when you agree to no restrictions they don't do to the more dangerous Flu?

 facebook.com/.../appleorangeresistance  has 70 plaintiffs in Federal Court!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

tillthen

Why are the Canadians so intelligent............John Turmel!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

KingofthePaupers

Why are the Canadians so intelligent............John Turmel! Cheap tuition for an engineering degree

they should have never given to a pauper.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mar924222

Posting videos from Fox News isn't the answer. They speak a lot of truth, then come through the back

door heavily promoting the jab. Controlled opposition. Very deceptive, Tucker Carlson included.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

So sad to hear this....Fox was the only hope I saw in MSM to get Dr. Mercola's word out worldwide.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brewinz17

JGB, again, Fox does speak a lot of truth, but they heavily vouch for the vaccine. It’s a very slick

way of manipulation. Trump did the exact same thing.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jintampa1

I have to admit that after reading this article, I was starting to feel hopeless again but after having read

all of these wonderful comments, I feel like we do have hope after all. Does anyone know when

Fuellmich's class action lawsuit is going to actually launch?

Also I too am fortunate to live in Florida, I am very happy to see DeSantis standing up to the bullies!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

What I wouldn't give to be in Florida!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Healthseeker_54

jintampa, it will be intersting to see how DeSantis handles the cruise ship dilemma...

Posted On 04/06/2021
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connierod

Mic: I feel exactly the same as you. it is scary and so hard to hold out when you know the truth. Most of

my friends and family have gotten the jab. One family member asked why we haven’t yet gotten it. It’s

hard to tell them why since they haven’t done any research and believe the mainstream media. Another

family member said that he wasn’t sure they could visit us since we didn’t do it, not realizing that if he

now feels safe, we wouldn’t be a threat. This family member is an attorney. Where did his critical

thinking go? The pressure is mounting. This will get worse before it gets better. I am holding out no

matter what bc I don’t want to die - or have health issues due to it. I am 70 and need my immune

system to be untarnished and strong. I pray everyday that this will all end soon and the masses will

wake up.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Raythe4th

The masses aren’t going to wake up. They will unite under a Government mandated Mark, and then

come for everyone who doesn’t have it. Two verses from the Word of God to shed some light as to

what’s coming: 1. And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because

they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send

them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: That they all might be damned who believed

not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2 Thessalonians 2:10-12  2. And he causeth all,

both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their

foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast,

or the number of his name. Revelation 13:16-17

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Javaned

Raythe4th -- it's not that the Bible is right, they like to play and did it along the bible texts.

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

Marago

Thank you Dr. Mercola.

My continued prayers that truth will be revealed and many eyes will be opened.
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I’m reminded:  “There are none so blind as those who WILL NOT see.”

A Pastor friend said, “A dark room is where we develop our negatives.” Can you imagine being in a dark

room with a few containers of developing nuid —your expectations that soon you will see the images

come to life from the Wlm that was in your camera. THEN, someone opens the door, a shaft of bright

light innuences the outcome!

I pray for light to shine in the darkness so that those currently who will not see, miraculously are

innuenced by true light, the light of life.

Bless God!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ExposeThem

The truth has been revealed but if you make the arm of man your strength (Jeremiah 17), you will

not Wnd it. God is no longer blessing us for this reason.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Gutacher

If I am being asked for my Vaccine Passport I will reply " Sorry i don't have one but I can assure you

that I am 100% aryan". (just trying to be cynical)

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

barbspain43gmail.com

This is one of the most important interviews I have èver watched from Reiner Feiner one of the most

powerful lawyers in Europe. He and other lawyers around the world are preparing papers to sue the

WHO for crimes against humanity. It gives hope for the future of our children and humanity. Please

watch and share everywhere. jermwarfare.com/.../reiner-fuellmich-who

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mjnelson999
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mjnelson999

That was an interesting interview. No panic there, either.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

barb, thanks for posting, Had lost track of Jerm Warefare since last December. He's doing a great

job, yes?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ChrisK

Ba~ing...of all the communities in the world that should be up in arms about this and/or Wght like crazy

against this would be the Jewish community (Israel, etc), I would think??  Litman, who I believe is

Jewish, as well.  Up is down and down is up, in this "new world" we are living in, I guess. Smart of you,

Dr. M., to live in FL...but I'm waiting for the "powers that be" to start going after DeSantis like Gaetz.

 These people know no bounds when it comes to getting/keeping their power.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Already going after them in a big way.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rjk6619

Why are you not being ask on FOX and NEWSMAX?    All the crazies are on these self described

conservative networks however they will not tread into Nazi territory.  We are under a full assault by the

insane moron liberals and more companies and people are jumping onboard with the idiocy.  This is so

obvious.  Population control on steroids.  The two lunatics Biden and Harris have no idea what they

have bought into.  When they are of no further value the 'Club' of the Elite will rid of them too.  I cannot

see a sensible resolution to all of this madness.  Civil war is coming.
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Lakhana13

We should nood Fox's Tucker Carlson as he now has his own "platform" but is on FoxNation.com.

However, he ha been slipping in his interviews during his 8:00 show. It might be worth the effort

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Jackaroni

Biden and Harris are brain-dead. Their purpose is only to serve as puppets, place holders for the

positions of President and Vice-President. I didn't agree with a lot of what Trump did, but by golly,

the man was no puppet!  No wonder he was so hated by the elite!  Can't believe I'm saying this, but I

wish Trump was back in o]ce!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

Jackaroni - You might want to read this about how Trump was being 'handled' -

secularheretic.substack.com/.../the-calm-before-the-storm-trump

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

micuda

it was like yesterday, people wearing a mask were either bandits or members of other religions or

oppressed women yet, had they unveiled their faces, people would have applauded them. Today, it is

the opposite but nobody makes the connection. I saw this coming when I arrived in Canada as a young

man. People were commanded for being on a sidewalk in three's or imprisoned for protesting

peacefully and as a litigant in family court or as an expert witness, the injustices perpetrated in the

name of justice. I am not at all surprised what is happening because I have seen free people give up

their freedom so many times. We still say we are a free country yet, we have not been in decades; we

just have not bothered to examine our state. Once we surrender our children, as we are eagerly doing, it

will be the end.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

And the CDC,WHO and Fauci keep hinting that masks, antisocial distancing, and rolling lockdowns

must remain. No matter how many get jabbed. The phrase "New Normal" should have been a

giveaway. This hell-on-earth is the status quo picked out for us by those running this show.

Even without the possible deadliness of the "vaccines" (looks like they'll force up to 4 shots on you

per year due to scary new strains since no virus ever mutated before) this crap is unsustainable.

Humanity must WANT to go extinct on some level. And a lot of individuals have secretly yearned to

semi isolate forever and shun human contact.

No other explanation for why the majority applauds this insane nightmare. How can we save

humanity when so many love this crap?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

MyLucky10

I keep hearing we need to stop this and that but nothing about HOW! Very few elected o]cials seem

interested in representing the people.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Lakhana13

EXACTLY MY POINT! Where and whom do we turn to to put the squeeze on and force the issues?

ALL politicians are useless. In the past 12 years the weak, pathetic, gutless GOP COWARDS  have

shown their true color - YELLOW. They could have done SO MUCH for Americans. You only hear

them when they complain and whine about democrats and when it's time for elections. Otherwise,

they are useless POS. So where do we turn?

As I write this I am researching the 1964 Civil Rights Act for religious discrimination cases - people

will be able to use this LAW in defense and in Wling law suits against any public business denying

them service as it falls under the INTERSTATE COMMERCE CLAUSE. - "After the Civil Rights Act of

1964 was passed, the Supreme Court upheld the law's application to the private sector, on the

grounds that Congress has the power to regulate commerce between the States. The landmark

case Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States established the law's constitutionality, but did not

settle all the legal questions surrounding it." - Wikipedia. Yeah, yeah I know, it's not the most

accurate source. I am still researching. The point is there is established case law against religious
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discrimination under the Civil Rights Act and Commerce clause. We can claim our decline in taking

the shot under religious beliefs and practices. And our choice is protected.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mjnelson999

Especially Joe Biden is not interested except as his own wealth & control increases

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Jackaroni

Maybe we need to Wnd our own candidates.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mirandola

Class action lawsuits. Recruit citizen bloggers and underground journalists. Write to the

grassroots, underground journalists, lawyers, doctors, ask them to speak out and to have backup

footage on Bitchute and in the hands of bloggers, who should be given written permission to take

backup cell phone camera footage and post it to the web. Know and invoke the laws, it is because

people don't that the powers that be, run over us and Constitutional law, roughshod.

hrlibrary.umn.edu/.../all_amendments_usconst.htm  Memorize the bill of rights (andmendments

1-10) and in particular, invoke the 14th amendment "No State shall make or enforce any law which

shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State

deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person

within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."  Police ,Congress, Courts, lawyers et al,

respect people who know and invoke the law. They are put on the spot where the law is invoked

and in the end, where we stand Wrm, they have to obey it. Invoking the law, left and right, is key right

now. And have arguments to over-ride the arguments which themselves step on the law. Know that

word, that something "trumps" something else, legally.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Bigdetch
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Bigdetch

The " laws" of synchronicity never cease to amaze me, given my last reference to Gigi Young's recent

talk on the Christ Consciousness stream, where she refers to the prison planet concept and how it is

unfolding, (and  how and why synchronicity works hehehe....when the student is ready etc etc).

Everyone here is well aware of how the split has been occurring, encapsulated in the holistic vs the

allopathic approach to health and well being, and how the vast majority are entangled in the latter to

such an extent that the holism/ayurvedic process is seen as a threat by that majority, demonstrating

yet again, how easily the majority is manipulated. Gigi elaborates on this process better than anyone I

watched over the last 50 years.

Posted On 04/05/2021

 

Natenal

"...designed to lessen symptoms...." If they don't actually make the symptoms more severe. If they

haven't killed you in the Wrst place.

Posted On 04/10/2021

 

bul51293

SHARE THIS VIDEO WITH EVERYONE YOU KNOW AND DON'T KNOW - VERY IMPORTANT:

brandnewtube.com/watch/covid-19-vaccines-are-weapons-of-mass-destructi..

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

coconut.greens

Regarding the comments made by some posts here, when anyone asks have you received the vaccine

yet, why not just say that you're already naturally immune because you've recovered well from the virus.

 If you're further pressed to get the vaccine, for whatever reason, why not say that you don't want to risk

a bad reaction which could be worse than the disease.  If they persist, why not tell them about the

severe results, like death, when previously vaccinated animals got the wild virus the animals had been

vaccinated against, as referenced by mirandola in this string, posted on 4/6/2021 12:48:47 AM.  How

may I help you?  Each moment is forever.

Posted On 04/07/2021
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oli3047

To all of the commenters here who are in alignment with Dr. Mercola's and other's views, I applaud all

of you. What is so deplorable about all of this is the fact that the diabolical powers that be would not

allow a therapy to be advanced.   We have a Just Judge and we place our trust in Him.  We beg His

protection on all Mankind.

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

kbambeld

the media in all forms blasts its message out all day and so learn from that - the message needs to

keep going out all the time to counter this nonsense - whatever way you can just do it and keep people

thinking about the deception otherwise we are lost

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

teachermom

This is all such BS!  I don’t want the so-called vaccine, which is really gene therapy.  The passports are

all about tracking and control. God bless Governor DeSantis!  I’m ready to move to Florida!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

LISTEN!   IN IRELAND they used freedom of info act to force the health {govt} to prove covid was

isolated from a symptomatic person and underwent Kochs postulates to be proven to exist. THEY

COULD NOT. NO example of it being isolated. ditto for proof of mask e]cacy etc     then she said how

can you make a vax for a virus you cannot prove to exist!    we need to do this     covid actually is a

WEAPONIZED virus    the CDC patented sars 2003 incl the measurement and testing. So you cant do it

and it remains hidden. The tests etc are making a fake nonexistant virus.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

veraromo
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As more people get the jab,  I think things will lighten up, and more and more people will dispense with

the masks.  We have to chose our battles carefully, and not waste our energy,  or get distracted from

the goal. Walking out of the store doesn't help things. People won't change, because they really believe

the masks help. Nothing is permanent,  we have to be patient. This too will pass.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

LazarusLong

So walk out of the store and take you mask off the second you exit. Don't walk around the parking

lot like you're afraid of radiation fallout.  I see people all the time walking down empty streets with

masks on. I saw people on hiking trails in the Tucson Mts in 80 degree weather and abundant UV

with masks on. Madness.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

coco398198yahoo.com

I think that private business can require that you were vaccinated. For instance Cruise ships, concerts,

large sporting events etc. Government can't

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

drc80761

Here is a link for a petition to sign and send to your legislators.  This is serious and our rights are being

taken away and compromised at an exponential rate.  Please share this link with everyone you know

and have them sign and send it so we can end this madness.  On a side note I have two brothers who

didn't listen to me and received both doses of the inoculation.    I refuse to call it a vaccine because it

isn't!   Thank you and GOD bless you all!  The website is Frontline Doctors if you can't activate the link.

www.votervoice.net/.../BosEqACCBCvyTARUu_X7FBA

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

wicksworks

How can we prevent this prison state from happening? What action can we take that will make a
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difference?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Gonein60seconds

mic5081   Totally have had your experience,  spouse took covid shots without telling me.   I frequent

the mercola.com website and it has been a great help in this covid misinformation debacle.   My

spouse and I both work/worked in the medical Weld,  one as a nurse,  me as a cardio-vascular

ultrasound tech and also previously as a respiratory therapist.   We take vit D,  blood tested levels,  zinc,

quercetin, magnesium, copper for balance with the zinc,  vit C,  B complex.  Both have been healthy

since inception of the covid deal,  I am just very worried about my spouse having a delayed reaction

(no inital bad reactions) that has been showing up in various ways in previous animal studies with

corornavirus vaccine attempts.  Just gotta keep my spouse as resistant to catching the virus as

possible and hope that is enough.   My brother is also not in for covid jabs and he sent me this

interesting article that if you felt you absolutely had to take a covid vaccine,  an existing one that was

for TB is coming out of Canadian trials looking pretty good and has none of the baggae of the current

fare.    Here is the link:  knowledgeofhealth.com/if-must-vaccinate-against-covid19-proven-vaccine..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

treatments for covid at americas frontline doctors    and vax does not prevent getting covid

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Gonein60seconds

I am like the Wrst poster,  spouse took the "vaccine" without my knowledge.    I wrote a long

post--maybe too long,  did not get posted for some reason.   I will just say I am in total agreement with

the Wrst poster.  mic5081  any many others.   Here is a link to an existing vaccine developed for TB and

has been around and is one of the safest vaccines in history and they are doing a study on it in Canada

to be out in July--looks like it has signiWcant positive effects on covid 19.   I am not recommending

vaccines,  but if one feels one has to have one for some reason like work---this might be the lessor of

evils.  I do not plan on ever getting this or any other vaccine in the future,  just trying to keep my

immune system in good shape with blood tested vit D levels, zinc, magensium, quercetin, vit C and

others.  I agree we need to somehow become a force against this in unison to have a hope of slowing
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stopping the tyranny takeover of our hard fought for freedoms.   See link below.

 knowledgeofhealth.com/if-must-vaccinate-against-covid19-proven-vaccine..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ryantisha

vaccines can be given via laser.  look it up

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

earthlover

If someone asks me to show my vaxpass I'll say no thank you, glad to stay away from you. Lol "

"...because in reality, vaccinated individuals are no safer than unvaccinated ones", as stated in the

above article.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

DavidPotter

>>and they don’t prevent the spread of the virus Are we certain of that?  Now in April 2021 I see many

news sources stating they do prevent spread.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

nic9617

Yes, DavidPotter, I too noticed that... even on the PWzer website info, they're claiming the tested

this by exposing people who had been vaccinated to the virus & none of them got sick. Moderna is

also claiming it can prevent the spread, although I didn't see any evidence of "proof". Of course

many of the people who get vaccinated get Covid-like symptoms, but I guess we're supposed to

turn a blind eye to that.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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altierokgmail.com

they claim to lessen symptoms    do not prevent infection or transmission    cdc trying to cover it up

saying  vaxxed "dont carry thr virus"    can anyone explain that gobblygook?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Astrocomical

According to those in the "know" it's the vaccinated who are the dangerous ones.  You should stay 12

feet away and wear a  double-mask around them.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

malan43

Time to push back on this insanity starting now!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jdarnall64

Why aren't  the videos being active that are under the Watch Now button?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

GunsNRosaries

Well, the Apocalypse speaks of war, famine, and pestilence that are the three primary means of

punishment from heaven, so I supposed "COVID" and the "Vaccine" qualify under "pestilence."

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Johman0

Actually, these aren’t punishments from heaven, but an indication that the wicked puppet master

(1John 5:19) is conWned to the earth and running rampant, wreaking as much havoc on our planet
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(1John 5:19) is conWned to the earth and running rampant, wreaking as much havoc on our planet

and humankind as he can before his end comes. Thankfully, the Wrst one, on the white horse, is the

gloriWed Jesus Christ who will put an end to this madness.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jintampa1

Here we go AGAIN, the Fauch speaketh:

www.yahoo.com/Wnance/news/next-few-weeks-are-going-to-be-critical-fau..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Johman0

“And even if someone does get infected after being vaccinated, it's a milder version of COVID-19

than if they hadn't received the vaccine”, Fauci added. But what about those getting jabbed and

immediately coming down with the Wuhan virus and dying (especially the elderly in nursing

homes)? He must live in Opposite World.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

how about evidence of anything he says or is mandated?    0     ireland admitted the virus has not

been isolated or proved to exist     it is a weaponized virus anyhow    no one asks for scientiWc

basis

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

lazereye

I certainly would not want to have sex with a woman whose vaginal nuids are loaded with foreign

antibodies anyway. Let mother nature take care of the virus. She knows what she's doing.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Jim_Bo

I believe Dr. Mercola will be documented in history as an exemplary proponent for truth!  Thank you

also Top Posters.  "Those who do not remember the past are condemned to relive it."  George

Santayana

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jca652041

This is shocking. Pretty much all my friends and family have taken the vaccine now and all quite proud

of it. I hope Cahill’s predictions don’t come to pass.  This is Professor Dolores Cahill, from University

College Dublin - She has a degree in Molecular Genetics from Trinity College Dublin (1989) and her PhD

in Immunology from Dublin City University in 1994 In this video she predicts people that take the

vaccine will be dead in 5 to 10 years.

selectbiosciences.com/conferences/biographies.aspx?conf=admept2013&..  The Knowledge Channel

Join for more information like this @The_Knowledge_Channel The Freedom Voice Chat Group

t.me/.../gpoODSZZikg5N2Zi   Link Expires 30th April 2021

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jca652041

Doesn’t look like the link worked. I’ll try again. But as you can read in the intro she predicts that

people who take the vaccine will be dead in 5-10 years.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

jca652041

Ok, this opens the link to Cahill’s video on Telegram.

https://t.me/TheHighWire/765

Posted On 04/06/2021
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che509514

I agree with all of this and am terriWed of what I see happening. I live in San Francisco and am a TOTAL

outlier. I am the only one not wearing a mask while walking along the beach or in Golden Gate Park. No

one in my circle of family or friends agrees with me. I just keep my head down and my mouth shut.

Does anyone know of a way for me to Wnd my "people" locally? I feel so alone. Thank you.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Javaned

We have to have a sign to recognize the likeminded people.  It takes courage, tough. Take a white

 (blue, green) bandana twisted into aa rope and tie it around your forearm/ forehead??? . Put it on

when going outside. You may  go in the park/garden closer to the center of your town/ city

weekdays 5pm, weekends 11am +5pm.  Physical activity beats online talking IMO

Posted On 04/08/2021

 

Siriusbe1

"Everywhere there is talk about democracy,freedom of speech,but it is all talk.The moment you Wnd a

man who has something to say,you immediately start stopping him.Yes,there is freedom of gossiping

but there is no freedom to say the truth.You are free to lie as much as you can.Nobody will prevent

you,no government will ever bother about you,but if you start talking about truth....And even more

dangerous is to give people a certain direction so they can move into their own realization.This is very

dangerous to all the vested interests.Osho:"Hyakujo-The Everest of Zen". #8

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Siriusbe1

"I will try my best to go on coming every day and it is possible only now that such a promise can be

fulWlled,because i don't think the world is going to last more than twelve years.Seeing the stupidity of

the politicians and the priests and the so-called leaders of the world,it seems to be absolutely certain

that they will destroy this planet-they are bent upon it.Everything is being done with tremendous speed

to destroy this planet.So perhaps twelve years are not too much. Osho :"Hyakujo-The Everest of Zen"#

8
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

u.n agenda 2030     they will make their satanic beast system   or the world may end

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

valdecap

What is so disturbing to me is that people are endlessly bragging about getting the jab, it has become

the latest status symbol! My husband and I were at lunch last weekend and we were seated next to a

party of 4 who literally talked about their shots-where they were in the process (Wrst jab, second jab),

others who had already gotten the jab, and how proud they were of themselves- throughout an entire

one hour meal. This isn’t the Wrst time I have experienced this. In a church meeting, one of the

members of my group asked, “So who has been vaccinated?”, and wanted everyone in the group to

volunteer that information. My son in law went through the same thing in which he was directly asked

in a group of people if he had been vaccinated! We don’t need “vaccine” passports, peer pressure will

ensure the sheep get their jabs. Not me or my family though, we are staying strong- and healthy!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

When anyone asks if you took the jab, please remember this simple reply; "That is personal

medical information between my doctor and I".  They have nerve to ask.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Krofter

PsyOps warfare tactics are being used to coerce vaccination.  

secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-pandemic-psyops-war-on-humanity   If we are not allowed to

breath freely, move about freely, worship freely, socialize freely, are we not prisoners

secularheretic.substack.com/.../the-new-dark-age-has-begun

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

aressess

After learning the risks and beneWts of Covid "vaccination," I am refusing the experimental treatment.

 Where do I get my Yellow Star?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

debdelarosa7gmail.com

Why isn't there a worldwide outcry about the various viruses, much smaller than SV-40 (which stands

for the 40th monkey virus) that we were purposefully vaccinated with.  This has been allowed at least

until 1999.  All the cancer epidemics are because of it.  Why don't we have a worldwide crimes against

humanity lawsuit for using a bioweapon on innocent people?  In 1994 Dr. Michael McGrath, a medical

researcher from San Fran, demonstrated that retroviruses can cause cancer directly, by invading a cell's

genetic material and triggering the cancer process, rather than only causing cancer indirectly by

suppressing the immune system, as previously believed.  We know that AIDS came from this mess.

 What was originally made in the 50's and 60's wasn't cancer research, it was a bioweapon to kill

Castro, and has been in the vaccines since then.  Dr. Alton Ochsner, Dr. Mary Sherman (who was

brutally murdered by a linear particle accelerator machine, she was using on mutated tumors to make

the bioweapon that much more intense).  They tested it out on prisoners.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brewinz17

The narratives contradict each other. If the masses are taking the vaccine which may eventually kill

them, or the unvaccinated they will exterminate, then who would be left?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Johman0

Isn’t that the idea? 95% population reduction?

Posted On 04/06/2021
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krisjb1

It would be easy to say, "expose yourself to the virus and be done with it." But, I haven't seen anyone

say, " "let's use the test to determine protective antibodies which result from natural immunity " Having

had Corona I see no reason at all to believe that the vaccine can do anything but harm .  Even if I had

not contracted Covid I still would not have agreed to the vaccine.  I have already had to curtail travel

plans due to regulations requiring the vaccine passport. I can't travel during my Golden Years because

the government of this country as well as those of other nations has restricted my movements due to

non compliance with their scheme to control and to eradicate.  What's next? Perhaps I won't be able to

go into a grocery store or to a dr,'s o]ce without a certiWcate. Maybe the dentist will require one. In ever

expanding circles of restriction we can all be induced eventually to accept the freedom the vaccine will

offer!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Lakhana13

In addition to my other posts on the 1964 Civil Rights Act I found this just now: "1964 Civil Rights Act

Protects Some Healthcare Workers with Religious Objections to Employer Flu Shot Mandates"

www.nvic.org/NVIC-Vaccine-News/August-2019/civil-rights-act-protects-s..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

I'm sure everyone hear is noticing the big push now for with wave 4 and this wave conveniently hits

children's hard. These mongers are simply following a script to move agenda forward and have been,

but you all know this

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rainsong5

Who is doing what to stop it all???

Posted On 04/06/2021
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brodiebrock12

That is the million $$$ question. What the heck ever happened to the Reiner Fuellmich legal

pursuits anyway?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

I have an idea. But it will take time and effort. And I'd need others. But it's nice to know you're out

there. The Bad Guys will continue to win for a time. We'll just Wght from the shadows. There is no

legal recourse when the lawless are running the show from behind barbed wire in DC.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

See the post above from harvelicious for starters.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

in ireland they used freedom of info act for govt to prove covid has been isolated from sick person

for kochs postulates and proven to exist     they could not it has not been done      how can they

make and people take a vax for virus not proven to exist?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

So with fraud Fauci coing out saying Fed will not mandate, but assist local businesses and Universities

etc to establish passports for entry in an "equitable" fashion...what does that tell you?

Posted On 04/06/2021
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brodiebrock12

The ostracizing aspects of this are going to be interesting to say the least. People will never look at

one anther the same way again if this plays out as mongers intend.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

They didn't after the Holocaust. We will remember the neighborhood snitch and karen.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

katndognco

Our planet has entered another dark age. What is interesting about this experience is that no matter

what we build; bombs, fake food, mind control techniques, the web, we remain the same. We are dark,

evil creatures intent on domination of one another. Though some try to break the glass ceiling of our

innate behavior through meditation, spirituality, good deeds, none of this works.  Under the right

circumstances we each shrink back to become the base creature that we are.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Technology sure isn't helping with our darkness.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Drew458

Are you ready for the next level of the zombie apocalypse? The military is now starting Phase 1 trials

on their own nanoparticle vaccine. Why bother to modify your RNA or DNA, when you can inject people

with artiWcial programmable micro-machines that can do whatever you want them to?

 trialsitenews.com/phase-1-clinical-trial-of-wrair-developed-covid-19-v..
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mjnelson999

I do wonder if I really am safer in Mexico than I would have been in the US. I understand kids are

getting hit for vaccines here. So far, I have been pretty anonymous so not aware of what is happening

under the view here.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

farmercist

I thought things like vaccine passports and double masks and anal swabs for covid were a joke when I

Wrst heard about them.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Drew458

The only things that are a joke right now are common sense and logical reasoning. We are living in

Bizzaro World, on the other side of the mirror of sanity. And nearly everyone is either reveling in it,

or is too afraid to or unable to break the glass and get back to the proper side.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

That is the problem with many of the sheep still. They do not believe the mongers would do

anything like this or simply be altruistic in nature for the greater good.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

If only.... What I wouldn't give for it all to be joke.  In some ways if is a joke, a very very bad one.
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

nic9617

I was trying to convince a friend that the 'vax' won't prevent her from getting Covid, so I went to Pfeizer

& Moderna's websites.... but now they're claiming they do prevent you from getting Covid. Pfeizer

referenced some study where test subjects were exposed to the virus and did not contract it.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Astonished

During the 1918 event, they desperately tried to infect others to no avail, which indicates that there

is something fundamentally wrong with the current medical paradigm.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brewinz17

Astonished, correct, there is no Covid virus. Never been proven to exist. What gets me, even those

who seem to be on the right track in these comments, still submit to the germ theory.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Yes Nic9617 they moved th goal post to reestablish the narrative. Its what they have been doing

from the beginning and all people do is whine and whine and whine with no one stopping these

criminals

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

lrg2000

Another Great Report !
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Casimcea

Yes, yes YES!!!! But who is ENFORCING THIS. Our police neighbors, sons and daughters? WHY are they

do it. No politician would lock on your door.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

they are enforcing it because they exist in a DRUNKEN BLIND STUPOR

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Hercster

inequality. They need to work, so they can pay down their ponzi based mortgage debt. People do

not give a nuck about each other, only their own needs. As George Carlin said, " the poor are there

to scare the *** out of the rest of us."

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Astonished

The typical conformist psychopaths.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

skweiler

Perhaps the police are afraid of losing their job. I don't know what - if any - protection police have

with regards to their discretion NOT to enforce. One would think that they should be able to stand

on their conscience.

Posted On 04/07/2021
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tan2582

What planet is it on?  I am sorry.  I have family friends in Israel...  They are like the rest of the planet

nothing extreme.  Makes me doubt everything I read/watch on this site.

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

rillie

I was hoping this article was left over from the other day and I would scroll to the bottom and you’d say,

“April Fools!”

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

fparsons0

It is all very worrying. It is the jews behind this but you don't seem to understand the basics of what is

happening. Let me ask you a few questions. Who runs the global Wnancial system? Let's restrict the

next question to the US. Half of the politicians have a dual passport with what country? All of the

politicians have signed a "pledge" to put which country Wrst? Which country has spent the last 80 years

committing human rights and war crimes against the people they invaded, and yet there has been no

global action against them. Shall I continue? Are people here keeping an eye on the building of the third

temple in Jerusalem? That is what their next goal is. After that is it WW3. The purpose, is the genocide

of the majority of the population. What is happening in Palestine, is just a cover story for the jews.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

skweiler

I am not sure that I believe all of this. Your general thrust is probably correct, but I require hard

proof with regards to your evidence. (Which is nonexistent as of now.)  There was the US

congressional resolution in support of the Noahide "laws." One could look at the number of

politicians who take money from or speak in support of AIPAC.

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

dog7852
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dog7852

So I ask... HOW ARE  “WE THE PEOPLE “ suppose to stop this? Seriously!!! They do what they want,

How they want, When they want. I am one of many who are awake and see this openly. I will not be a

sheep lead by lies and corruption. So I ask again. Just “ HOW” are We The People really going to stop

this INSANITY!!!???

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

I too would love to hear what we can do collectively.  There are a lot of us now, but we need

direction.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

JGB123 if enough people even want to breathe free and live like humans again we have a reason to

resist. Self segregation from the faceless freaks who prefer dystopia is a plan. And a parallel

economy. This s**t storm is being run by the World ECONOMIC Forum. It's all about the money. A

new economy and a new currency. But this will take some time. We will need to lay low for a few

years. With all the "smart" cities and ineptitude common to bureaucratic central planning I see a lot

of ways to throw monkey wrenches i their little schemes to buy us time.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

krisjb1

We the people are weak and unwilling to throw the tea overboard. Being as comfortable as we have

been in our homes and having more than enough food on the table has made us passive and

unwilling to upend the table and play a different game. So, unless people are pushed to the point of

losing what they have, there should not be any expectation of an effort to stop the rich and

powerful who reign as despots.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

g1987x1
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g1987x1

I have asked myself this very question... and someone told me... so I will pass this on to you in

hopes you pass it on to others.

It's not what can we do, it's what should we not do. It's as easy as non-compliance. No mask, no

test, no vax ... period... they fail.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

skweiler

Publicity with online videos of unjust enforcement actions will help a lot. Lawsuits against

businesses and government institutions will make them think twice about their enforcement

"policies." It is certainly possible that one risks jail, but those who have been treated unjustly gain

power.

Dr. Mercola presented a video of the female being falsely arrested and hauled out of the stadium in

Ohio for refusing to wear a mask. Perhaps in reaction to that, there appears to be a policy of

avoiding mask enforcement in Ohio - unless perhaps there is a mass gathering. The TYRANNICAL

governor Mike DeWine (a Republican "Catholic" with eight children) responded to that the video.

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

mirandola

What about people who are medically vulnerable to the vaccine itself? Many health conditions

rendering people vulnerable, are discounted by the CDC on the fact sheets for the Moderna and PWzer

vaccines. This is criminal and also, a public confession of their own medical ignorance, or wilful foul

play. Question for you Dr Mercola: Is this notion of asymptomatic carriers, one more mind

control-based lie? Is it scientiWcally credible? Fauci himself: www.youtube.com/watch  I can't

understand how asymptomatic carriers can possibly shed a virus, obviously their body has it under

control so the viral load couldn't be that heavy or spreadable. Please inform us in a future article, thank

you.

What seems backward is that if the vaccines really were working, then unvaccinated people would Not

be a threat to the vaccinated. Further, and in actual fact, it would be the unvaccinated who would be

most vulnerable to contracting the virus, as spread by ---tada!---an asymptomatic, vaccinated carrier of

the disease, if these vaccines really do cut down the disease symptoms.

But guess what, that they reduce disease symptoms is not even true, according to Sherry Tenpenny

MD, who reported that monkeys vaccinated with the mRNA vaccines, when exposed to the live virus,
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MD, who reported that monkeys vaccinated with the mRNA vaccines, when exposed to the live virus,

had such severe autoimmune attack that they died, were dissected and found to have blood and pus in

their lung aveoli. That is just simply cruel. Go Wgure, BigPharma dismisses that pure fact, which they

themselves know full well, and they lie to us and say that these vaccines reduce symptoms (the

opposite is clearly very true) and that they are "Safe and effective".  Then they propose vaccine

passports, tada! Fait accomplit, proWteering ahoy! Good news, Robert F Kennedy reported that

multiples of states are Just Saying No to vaccine passports.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-passports-mandates/?..

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

carolalison

I know so many people who have said they don’t want to be around me unless I have a vaccination .

And I’m thinking privately I don’t want to be around them. And I was around a good friend about a

month after she had her second vaccination. She did have covid a year ago . She went through hell

both shots. Not only fever and chills and headaches but she said she had painful cramps all over

her body as well as in her butt. But we hung out for a couple of hours . Now every symptom I have I

have to think is this covid or allergies . Is this something I picked up from her ? Could drive a

person nuts .

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Cabochon

The beginning of the end, Mirandola? A number of UK contacts sent me a link to the brilliant letter

from a London consultant (now featured on Dr M’s ‘What you need to know’ page). Ten responses

to the topic of mandatory vaccination for doctors were published in the British Medical Journal on

2nd April.  Is the writer V Polyakova a member of the mercola community, perhaps as her words

were like music to our ears coming from a member of the medical community on the front line!   A

slightly abbreviated version:  “Mandatory vaccination in this instance is .. unethical and

irresponsible ... I have direct experience of staff contracting Covid AFTER vaccination and probably

transmitting it......it is clearly stated that these vaccine products do not offer immunity nor stop

transmission. In which case why are we doing it?

There is no longitudinal safety data ....What is to say that there are no longitudinal adverse effects

...that may put the entire health sector at risk?... Flu is a massive annual killer.... and yet people can

chose whether or not they have that vaccine... Coercion and mandating medical treatments ...

when treatments are still in the experimental phase, are Wrmly in the realms of a totalitarian Nazi

dystopia and fall far outside our ethical values as the guardians of health.....we should (never)

abandon our liberal principles and ...bodily sovereignty, free informed choice and human rights

 ...to have experimental treatments with limited safety data. This and the policies that go with this
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 ...to have experimental treatments with limited safety data. This and the policies that go with this

are more of a danger to our society than anything else we have faced over the last year.  What has

happened to “my body my choice?” What has happened to scientiWc and open debate? If I don’t

prescribe an antibiotic to a patient who doesn’t need it as they are healthy, am I anti-antibiotics? Or

an antibiotic-denier? Is it not time that people truly thought about what is happening to us and

where all of this is taking us www.bmj.com/.../rr-14

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Jennycat24

Mirandola, I am one of those who has had a severely bad reaction to a previous vaccine some 30 or

so years ago, it gave me almost instant pneumonia and a near death experience (!), and  (as

someone with asthma) when I eventually got sent to a Consultant Chest Physician he said I should

never have another vaccine as I was obviously allergic to some of the adjuvants... so I am terriWed

of this blasted vaccine for a whole host of reasons!  There will be many others like me....  and I

agree with all you have said in this post.

Carolalison - have you got in your fridge either some lipsomal Vit C and/or some hydrogen

peroxide?  If so (as per Dr M's instructions so often repeated) these can save you if you do pick up

the virus from your vaccinated friend - the liposomal Vit C should have other vits and mins added

too of course, and quercetin - see his instructions.  I tried the hydrogen peroxide solution (0.1%) as

per his instructions yesterday (and downloading and reading Dr Levy's free book too) in a handheld

nebuliser and it worked wonderfully - he does say we should use a plug in one, but you use what

you have, don't you, and just do your best.  

Cabochon - as always good to read your posts - thanks so much for that link to that doctor writing

to the BMJ - a brilliant letter that we should all copy and maybe photograph too - do you know that

online pages on the ONS seem to be going missing and you get directed to modern covid statistics

instead?  I bookmarked several with details of past pandemics and their massively high mortality

(and a population 20% less than now too) and now they are no more - and the evidence they

provided has gone, deleted - they just want us to read about covid.  Bloody scary - where will it

stop?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

ymiranthis

Yes, Mirandola, we're being lied to. A crucial issue is that children and even newborns are now

being drawn into the "vaccine" experiment. If they are dying or being harmed in ANY way as a

result, people NEED to know about it. There have been general remarks about adverse effects in
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result, people NEED to know about it. There have been general remarks about adverse effects in

children in the alternative media, though I haven't seen speciWcs or source information.  Please,

does anyone have links to Wrst-line information that they can share?

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Lucky for the globalists that so many are too stupid to realize this.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mirandola

carolalison, you are smart and thinking, and I am so sorry to hear that you may have picked up the

bug from an asymptomatic carrier, called a vaccinated person. Wow! The lies that we are being

spoonfed about these "Safe and effective vaccines". to raise fact based awareness is key, but to

use mainstream sources with mainstream t hinkers, is also key.

nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..   Fauci himself on

Wlm, this will turn mainstream thinkers around www.youtube.com/watch  

Cabochon, so sorry for your distress, very understandable, and we all share it with you. You are not

alone. The amazing thing is that it is the doctors who see through the charades, more than

anybody else. Therein lies our hope. The Great Barrington Declaration has now been signed by

more than 41,000 doctors and more than 17,000 researchers, and I hope with time more and more

will have the courage to sign it. Surely, quite privately, many doctors are raising their eyebrows and

shaking their head. Thank you for those wonderful quotes from that doctor and for the links.

Jennycat, wow and so sorry to hear about your near-death experience from a vaccine, good lord!

Thank you for stepping forward, this takes courage. There are many people who are medically

vulnerable, and it is a criminal and highly violent act to downplay those vulnerabilities, let alone to

force people into submission wherever they may be vulnerable. That technically, the Feds are not

forcing per se, is a cop-out, considering the downplaying of medical vulnerabilities on the CDC and

FDA's website regarding these "vaccines".  Ymiranthis, Robert F Kennedy has been cataloguing the

deaths and side effects from the coronavirus vaccines. Follow his articles in The Children's Health

Defense .He is a very important voice to support, as is Dr Mercola.  Rensmith, ignorance is not

always bliss.

Thank you dear readers, please keep posting,  your thoughts are valued!

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Cabochon

I agree, Mirandola, that when many eminent microbiologists, doctors and other health

professionals speak out, it could help turn the tide of mass brainwashing that has been effected by

the media such as BBC propaganda masquerading as “news”. There is nothing new about the

same old narrative repeated over and over again. The only real solution to that is to switch off the

TV, remove  social media from your life and apply logic and common sense which is in short supply

after a whole year of political meddling taking the place of herd immunity (achieved in about May,

2020), true medicine and natural health solutions.

Hello Jennycat, the ONS has been publishing statistics of recorded deaths since 1900 from

innuenza and pneumonia but suddenly the number for 2020 is lumped together with the mortality

statistic from supposed COVID-19 and we are told by our politicians that “the nu has disappeared”

this year to become 46,000 deaths from C-19. I do not buy this line of reasoning.  What is more

likely is that (a) C-19 is just another nu-like coronavirus which has been messed about in a lab to

be more infectious (b) the recording of deaths with, but not from C-19 is fraudulent. If it quacks like

a duck, swims like a duck and looks like a duck, then chances are - it is a duck!

Posted On 04/07/2021

 

debchosen

This is the prelude for the Mark of the Beast;  Revelation 13:16 16And he causeth all, both small and

great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: 17And

that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his

name.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

catspring47

The "shot" being discussed here is NOT a vaccine.  It is a medical device that can cause great harm to

our immune systems, and has NOTHING to do with the SUPPOSED covid-19 virus that has failed to do

the harm that had been hoped/planned, and has run it's course and pretty much disappeared

altogether. I'm not a fan of vaccines, and never use them, but this "shot" is many times worse in the

long-term affects.  We have not seen yet what it can do, and when it starts to take peoples' health and

lives, it might not be connected to this cause.  How convenient, huh? Please stop calling this material a

vaccine, it absolutely IS NOT a vaccine.  The truth is much more dangerous than a vaccine.
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

JGB123

I call it the injection.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

gorquin1

Here's my concern/question. Can someone vaccinated with the Maderna or PWzer vaccine (mRNA)

pass the mRNA onto someone else, say a spouse,  through bodily nuids like saliva, sneezing, or ? like

an STD??

Posted On 04/09/2021

 

JGB123

From a purely logical, albeit rather simple, viewpoint.... Of course.  So scary.

Posted On 04/10/2021

 

Raythe4th

Through thy precepts I get understanding: therefore I hate every false way. Thy word is a lamp unto my

feet, and a light unto my path. Psalm 119:104-105 For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish

foolishness; but unto us which are saved it is the power of God. For it is written, I will destroy the

wisdom of the wise, and will bring to nothing the understanding of the prudent. Where is the wise?

where is the scribe? where is the disputer of this world? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this

world? For after that in the wisdom of God the world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased God by the

foolishness of preaching to save them that believe. For the Jews require a sign, and the Greeks seek

after wisdom: But we preach Christ cruciWed, unto the Jews a stumblingblock, and unto the Greeks

foolishness; But unto them which are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the

wisdom of God. Because the foolishness of God is wiser than men; and the weakness of God is

stronger than men. For ye see your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men after the nesh, not

many mighty, not many noble, are called:

But God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise; and God hath chosen the
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But God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise; and God hath chosen the

weak things of the world to confound the things which are mighty; And base things of the world, and

things which are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and things which are not, to bring to nought things

that are: That no nesh should glory in his presence. But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is

made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctiWcation, and redemption: 1 Corinthians 1:18-30

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right

hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name

of the beast, or the number of his name. Rev 13:16-17

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

LazarusLong

Hold on a minute, Doc. The article states: "They’re (The vaccines) designed to lessen symptoms when

the inoculated person gets infected, but they do not actually prevent them from getting infected in the

Wrst place, and they don’t prevent the spread of the virus."  That was the original conjecture, but now

there is consensus that vaccinated people do not become infected or spread the virus

asymptomatically.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Palazzolo

Around the world, people are also being arrested for administering fake vaccines13,14,15,16,17 and

selling bogus COVID-19 tests.18,19.

Dr. Joe, all the so called "vaccines" are fake and Covid-19 tests, bogus.  Come on, man!

Posted On 04/09/2021

 

wrazzak

Dear Dr. Mercola I have been a subscriber for a long time and buy your products when I can. I like your

website too. I know you don't like vaccine but I do not Wnd your stories against vaccine convincing.

Best Weshah Razzak

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

pie2634
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pie2634

Its not about ''loving'' or ''hating'' vaccines. Science is about objective results. Does it help or does it

destroy health. Vaccines today are UNSAFE, UNTESTED, EXPERIMENTAL and they already have

mass murdered 3 000 Americans and damaged 50 000 with serious side effects. This is not good

medicine !! This is not supposed to happen either if you are to respect Hyppocrat oath which states

as Wrst principle: "First do no harm.'' If the drug or treatment kills more people than it saves and

there exists other more safe treatments, which is the case, you adopt the safest treatment. Its not

what the CDC and FDA criminals are doing. You havent to love or hate vaccines. You have now

scientiWc evidence IVERMECTIN, quercetin, hydroxychloroquine, zins, vitamins D3, budenoside

work far better and are safer. Money based medicine must be exterminated and the CDC and FDA

put on trial for crimes against humanity. They have blood on their hands, not just big pharma. 500

000 Americans were MURDERED because they banned treatments that work !!!!!!

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Cabochon

Please see my reply to Mirandola above on the subject of mandatory vaccination. It contains the

views and experiences of a consultant doctor working on the front line. There are many sources of

information out there for you to do your own research, wrazzak.  You just need to open your mind a

liittle.  “When the student is ready, the teacher will appear”.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

zinovius

wrazzak....NOBODY needs vaccines, unless it's a TRUE pandemic, like the ones that happened 70

or 100 yrs ago. Today's pandemics are mostly handmade for oNE and only PURPOSE - to create a

MONEY-FOUNTAIN. Who is the most interested in this  It's easy! It is Big Dirty Criminal Pharma.

You don't need any vaccine to support and protect your health. Vaccine is A POISON. It is a foreign

invader in your body. Not only it does not protect. Quite an opposite - it makes your body immune

system Wght the invader and as a result it produces side effects and your immune system gets very

very weak. And you then get really sick sick sick. FOLLOW the ANCIENT Traditional Health

Maintenance systems of AYURVEDA and TCM (trad. Chinese Medicine). Follow what people used

to cure themselves over 100...200 yrs ago - HERBS, Vegetables, fruits - all were CLEAN from

pesticides. Everything then was "organic". Every herb on the planet has its purpose. The Creator

created them for humans to use for health. For cures. For protection. For the last 50 yrs all

vaccines are fake. All vaccines are weapons. All vaccines are poisonous chemicals that will make

you sick and will turn you from a healthy person into a sick person. Period. Stay away from

vaccines and from ANY medication. DO NOT SUPPORT Pharmaceutical Gangsters.
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vaccines and from ANY medication. DO NOT SUPPORT Pharmaceutical Gangsters.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

Retsbew

wrazzak,  Perhaps you might read Stanley's (stanleybecker) post above if you still feel unconvinced

that you will or could be harmed via the "vaccine." The motivation behind the drive for mass

vaccination is important to understand.  It takes a lot of research to understand what is happening,

which I have done.  Many of the people commenting here are well educated and offer many

references for us to use to seek more information that is valid.  

I was with Canadian Mental Health for a few years and was always aware of the health problems

within the population we served.  Now I Wnd myself Wnancially within that population and know the

risk of using a social service agenda (community health centre) to complete my income tax, but

they do a terriWc job, so I went to give the lady my Wle.  

One day later I had the symptoms of the nu for 24 hours.  Then the symptoms lessened and today,

about 4 days later, I feel almost normal.  I would be termed hi-risk due to orthopaedic surgeries due

to car accident, (successful - did a 5K in under 30 mins., about 2 yrs. after the Wrst one),  plus age.

 I've followed Dr. Mercola for years, since he Wrst had a website and his advice has helped me

tremendously.  I make up my own mind but I need the information from all sides to do that.  Dr.

Mercola does what a lot of "journalists" today don't do - he cites his sources which enables us to go

further if we want to.  I Wnd Dr. Mercola's position on vaccine to be helpful and correct and I am so

grateful that he shares his knowledge with us.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

rrealrose

wrazzak, the reason stories are incomplete or "unconvincing" are Dr M has not told the stories

known by Dr Wodarg in Germany. Those living in the EU already had 3 or 4 prior attempts at fake

pandemics, most notably the Swine Flu pandemic in 2009 (were these trial runs for the projected

SPARS program?) with rushed vaccines put on the market that damaged people, and children. Its

up to you to make your own mind: these new mRNA vaccns are not for everyone, especially those

with allergies and autoimmune condition(s). Its easy to go back through the article archives to Wnd

my blog postings for the past few days. Boatloads of new information is coming out, needing to be

reviewed and vetted for accuracy. That's an enormous job Dr. M is doing for us. Yet you seem to

want this info. served up on a silver platter?

Posted On 04/06/2021
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Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mirandola

wrazzak, your biography states you are a research economist and a consultant to a government

overseas. Does this inform your position? Though you may not be alone among the skeptics, I

consider it deeply irresponsible and even violent to downplay side effects and deaths from

vaccines. It's just not funny.  I also consider it violent to hijack people based on over-innated death

Wgures (not to say that the deaths did not happen, but the over-innating has an agenda), based on

PCR tests that are an inherent recipe for false positives (why was that test chosen, and based on

which society is being shut down?) and to tell people that there is no medical hope for them,

except for Experimental  "vaccines" which really are genetic modiWcation shots, where medical

experiments on the unconsenting individual or public are a violation of Nuremberg code law. And

what of locking up the well people along with the sick? Tent villages, RV rows? The whole thing is

criminal, from A to Z, and those who do not see through it, may not understand physiology and

immunity. To read about both is key. It is no coincidence that it is doctors aplenty who see through

this, not just Dr Mercola. So many very high ranking, vaccine-touting doctors are crying foul about

these vaccines, including those who themselves worked for PWzer, for the EU to develop drugs, and

more! Moderna's own MD said that the mRNA vaccines don't stop disease spread, and Fauci

himself said on camera, that asymptomatic carriers never were the drivers of disease spread.

www.youtube.com/watch  Doesn't he, and don't the CDC, WHO and other powers that be, know all

about the physiology of autoimmune attack?  Please do your research, public o]cials and

government agents such as  yourself, have every responsibility to know, and ignorance is Not

always bliss. "It will never happen to me" could be a false assumption. And God forbid: Side

effects, death could happen to others, even if not to you personally.

Posted On 04/06/2021

 

mirandola

wrazzak, it is written into books by MDs for interested laypeople, and for doctors in medical school,

that whenever a foreign matter attaches itself to a cell, the immune system no longer recognizes

that cell as "self" but instead, goes on overdrive to attack the cell and eradicate the foreign matter.

This is how autoimmune attack begins, or one of the mechanisms among others. The immune

system has multiple parts, and all need to be in dynamic balance with each other, write the doctors.

When the immune system can't stop, because a foreign substance is now permanently attached

due to genetic modiWcation from mRNA vaccines, then there is autoimmune attack and immune

system imbalance. The Wghter cells go on overdrive, and the suppressor cells that call off the Wght,

are ineffective. Excess antibodies, similar. The immune system is now tipped like a see saw, one

end high, the other end low. This is a recipe for illness and while this is basic medical information,

it would seem that those with a proWteering agenda are disregarding the facts and the side effects

including convulsions www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e    , paralysis, and deaths. It is not
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including convulsions www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e    , paralysis, and deaths. It is not

funny, one bit. What of that woman who died four days after the vaccine of kidney, heart and liver

failure? With no medical vulnerabilities prior, it was said typically, that "There is no clear connection

to the vaccine". Nonsense! What else could it have been? We don't fall for that, and I am deeply

disappointed, to say the least, in any "medical" person,  government agent and in any individual

human being, who does.  

I am not a physician, I am a well read lay person and am very concerned, based on what I have read

and on my best understanding of how the immune system works. However, I prefer not to make

assumptions but instead, do the research Wrst. I urge others to do the same, and especially people

in your capacity, working for the government, have every obligation to do so. Thank you for taking

note.

Posted On 04/06/2021
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